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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Pervasive Thermal Consequences of Stream-Lake Interactions 
 
in Small Rocky Mountain Watersheds, USA 
 
 
by 
 
 
Jessica D. Garrett, Master of Science 
 
Utah State University, 2010 
 
 
Major Professor: Dr. Wayne A. Wurtsbaugh 
Department: Watershed Sciences 
 
 
Limnologists and stream ecologists acknowledge the fundamental importance of temperature for 
regulating many ecological, biological, chemical, and physical processes.  I investigated how water 
temperatures were affected by hydrologic linkages between streams and lakes at various positions along 
surface water networks throughout several headwater basins in the Sawtooth and White Cloud Mountains 
of Idaho (USA).  Temperatures of streams and lakes were measured for up to 27 months in seven 6 – 41 
km
2
 watersheds, with a range of lake influence.  When they were ice-free, warming in lakes resulted in 
dramatically warmer temperatures at lake outflows compared to inflow streams (midsummer average 6.4 
C warming, but as much as 12.5 C).  Temperatures cooled as water traveled downstream from lakes, as 
rapidly as 9 C km
-1
.  Longitudinal stream cooling was usually not strong enough, however, to reduce 
temperatures to baseline conditions.  In early spring, lakes had the opposite effect on streams, as they 
released water from beneath the ice at near 0°C.  Early spring stream water warmed as it flowed 
downstream from lakes, influenced by additional groundwater inflows.   In addition to lakes, other 
watershed characteristics influenced temperatures, though effects differed seasonally.  Multiple regression 
analyses indicated that lake size, distance from nearest upstream lake, and stream shading were most 
important in explaining stream temperatures, but the relative importance of each variable changed 
seasonally.  
 (71 pages) 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Temperature and its daily and seasonal variability are important parameters in aquatic systems, 
influencing biological, chemical, and physical processes. The influence of temperature on organisms is 
ubiquitous; for example, fish have specific tolerances during key life stages such as spawning (e.g. 
(Berman and Quinn 1991; Ojanguren et al. 2001), aquatic invertebrates have specific temperature ranges 
where they can exist (Lamberti and Resh 1983; Vannote and Sweeney 1980) and periphyton metabolism 
and community structure are greatly affected by temperature (Gustafson 2008; McQueen and Lean 1987; 
Wilde and Tilly 1981).  Lake influences on outlet stream temperatures affects macroinvertebrate and fish 
populations with implications for natural species succession and migration of invasive species (Adams et 
al. 2001; Milner et al. 2007). Though the nutrient dynamics of the interface between lentic and lotic 
ecosystems have been investigated (Kling et al. 2000), the fundamental physical parameter of temperature 
has not been adequately addressed at a network scale. 
Many physical processes are also driven by temperature.  Lake hydrodynamics are heavily reliant 
on temperature-based stratification (Wetzel 2001). Some researchers have focused on the inflow interface 
from stream to lake, describing how the temperature of the incoming water mixes with and inserts into the 
stratified lake effecting lake mixing and nutrient transport (Andradottir and Nepf 2000; Carmack and Gray 
1982; Fleenor and Schladow 2000). The open lake surface is commonly conceptualized as a solar collector 
with regards to thermal effects, while the large mass of lakes can convey enhanced thermal stability to 
outlet streams (Hieber et al. 2002; Heiland 1998; Wotton 1995). Researchers have proposed opposing 
mechanisms for describing a lakes influence on outflow temperature stability. Wotton (1995) proposed that 
the large volume of a lake buffers against temperature swings, and that this ―thermal inertia‖ would 
propagate to the outflow stream. Other researchers, however, have documented diurnal thermoclines 
occurring when the surface is warmed more than the rest of the lake, resulting in a shallow stratified layer 
at the top of the epilimnion  (Imberger 1985). This surface stratification sets up only during the heat of the 
day, and is lost at night, and can more readily occur in high mountain lakes protected from wind mixing 
(Rodriguez-Rodriguez et al. 2004). 
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Theoretical physical and ecological concepts and tools exist for both lotic or lentic waters, but a 
framework of understanding is limited for the whole stream networks with lakes. The hypotheses of the 
Serial Discontinuity Concept (Stanford and Ward 2001; Ward and Stanford 1983) do incorporate reservoirs 
into the stream continuum (Vannote et al. 1980) at the larger scale, providing one approach which views 
impoundments as breaks in the stream network, causing abrupt changes in the physical and biological 
characteristics of streams.  These characteristics will trend back to undisturbed conditions (reset) at some 
―discontinuity distance‖ from the impoundment.  Though the SDC was developed for artificial 
conditions—primarily impoundments with cold, hypolimnetic releases—surface water releases of natural 
lakes may create discontinuities by warming outflow streams.  Lakes may also change the diel thermal 
stability of outflow stream reaches.  The stream will mirror the temperature regime of the surface of the 
lake as far as downstream advected heat dominates the heat fluxes.  That is, the outflow stream will have 
temperatures driven by factors that affect the open, still, epilimnetic lake water, until local stream factors 
(shading, groundwater inputs, etc.) begin to outweigh the force of the stored heat moving with the 
overflowing lake water. 
Research with a watershed perspective has elucidated many patterns, but further work is needed to 
understand temperature patterns.  The SDC, descriptions of plunging inflows, and heat budgets in general 
are useful tools for whole-watershed temperature investigations.  By synthesizing these existing paradigms 
for aquatic temperatures, my research addresses how the presence and distribution of lakes in subalpine 
landscapes impact temperatures throughout the watershed, and assesses what watershed characteristics 
significantly influence temperature of lakes and streams in a system. The objectives of this research were to 
describe lake and stream temperatures, particularly the effects of lakes on outflow streams relative to 
inflow streams, to describe how lakes’ effects on stream temperatures were propagated downstream, and to 
describe how lakes affect diel stream temperature stability. 
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METHODS 
 
 
I studied seven watersheds in the Sawtooth and White Cloud Mountain Ranges of central Idaho, 
USA (Fig. 1, Table 1). These ranges are composed primarily of granites and granodiorites with some 
metasedimentary rock.  Valleys are composed of mixed coarse and fine-grained sediments (Arp et al. 2007; 
Kilsgaard and Stanford 2003).   Lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) forests cover most of the area below 
elevations of 2600 m, with willow (Salix sp.) dominating in the riparian zones.  A detailed description of 
the hydrology of watersheds and streams of this region is given by (Emmett 1975).  The seasonal 
hydrograph of these systems is snowmelt driven and discharge ranges seasonally from about 0.1 to  
3.0 m
3
s
-1
 at the base of a 11.5-km
2
 catchment (Fig. 2).  Annual precipitation for the Sawtooth Range varies 
between 107 cm in the north (Banner Summit NRCS SNOTEL #312, 2140 m elevation) to 72 cm in the 
south (Galena Pass NRCS SNOTEL #489, 2270 m elevation).  Snowfall contributes an average of 64% of 
the precipitation.   
The study basins range in size from 6 to 46 km
2
 (Table 1).  These headwater catchments, including 
up to fourth-order streams, have steep gradients—one basin falling from 3130 to 2085 m over 13 km.  
These basins include two watersheds with multiple major lakes, two with a single headwater lake, two with 
a single lake low in the catchment, and one watershed without any large lakes (Fig. 1).   The mean depths 
of the glacially-formed lakes range from 1 to 28 m with maximum depths exceeding 40 m (Spaulding 
1993).  The lakes normally become ice-free in late May or early June, and freeze in November or 
December. 
The cornerstone data for this research were from 88 temperature loggers deployed throughout the 
seven study basins in 2002 and 2003 (Fig. 1; Table A.1).  Two types of loggers were used.  Thermochron 
iButtons (DS1921L-F51; Maxim Integrated Products, Sunnyvale, California) with a temperature sensitivity 
of 0.5 C were used at 90% of the locations and Hobo temperature loggers (H08-001-02; Onset Computer 
Corporation; Bourne, Massachusetts) were used at the remaining sites.  Loggers recorded temperatures at 
1-hour intervals during the summer and 3-hour intervals over the winter.  The loggers were placed at the 
inflow and outflow streams of 11 major lakes.  Each logger was tied to the underside of a likely stable 
object in the stream, such as a large rock or log.  These sites were accessible by wading through the  
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Map of study watersheds in the Sawtooth and White Cloud mountain ranges of central Idaho, USA. 
Detail maps are scaled to a common reference with stream logger locations shown. Base map from U.S. 
Geological Survey digital data, North American Datum of 1983. 
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Fig. 2.  Seasonal hydrograph below Bull Trout Lake, 2003. The snowmelt-driven hydrograph below Bull 
Trout Lake peaking in late May (2003) is characteristic of other watersheds in the study area.  Daily 
average inflow and outflow stream temperatures also demonstrate seasonal warming typical of other lakes 
in the region.  Bars along the date axis indicate time periods used for the regression analyses described in 
Tables 1 and 3.  
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Table 1. Characteristics of the study basins and major lakes in the Sawtooth and White Cloud Mountains. 
Total basin area was measured as the catchment area above the most down-stream temperature 
measurement site. Lake contributing area is the catchment area drained into the lake. 
Watershed Major Lake 
Basin Area 
(km
2
) 
Lake 
Contributing 
Area (km
2
) 
Lake 
Area (ha) 
Lake 
Elevation (m) 
Fish Hook Creek (inflow to Redfish Lake) 28.9    
Leggit  14.5    
 Leggit  0.8 7.3 2598 
Pettit  27.5    
 Twin  2.8 21.6 2700 
 Alice  5.2 28.9 2622 
 Pettit  27.5 162 2134 
Spring Creek  14.9    
 Bull Trout  11.5 28.1 2120 
Stanley  45.6    
 Stanley  40.7 73.0 1987 
Washington  6.1    
 Washington  1.4 7.1 2855 
Yellow Belly  32.9    
 Toxaway  6.6 49.1 2538 
 Farley  16.9 13.0 2362 
 Mc Donald  27.3 5.6 2165 
 Yellow Belly  30.5 78.5 2158 
 
 
summer and fall (depths from several centimeters to about one meter), though inaccessible in winter and 
spring due to ice and high flows.  To ensure loggers were in water during the lowest flows of the year, they 
were often placed in pools.  Outflow loggers were placed as close to the lake as possible, but logistical 
constraints required that the loggers were 25 m to 2.7 km below a lake (Table A.1).    Additional 
temperature loggers were placed in four lake outflows at approximately 500-meter intervals to test how 
each lake’s influence diminished longitudinally downstream.  Vertical chains of loggers placed on buoy 
lines in four of the lakes recorded seasonal changes in thermal stratification. 
Data were collected on wind speed, humidity, solar radiation, shading, and water and air 
temperatures to fulfill input requirements for statistical and simulation models.  Wind speed (Wind Speed 
Smart Sensor, Part # S-WSA-M003; Onset Computer Corporation; Bourne, Massachusetts) was recorded in 
a meadow about 600 m east of Yellow Belly Lake (Fig. 1), and described the seasonal and diel wind 
patterns typical of these basins.  Relative humidity and air temperature were measured in a meadow ca. 70 
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m south of Bull Trout Lake with another Hobo logger (H08-007-02).  To measure solar radiation a 
pyronometer was deployed in a centrally-located, open area at the Stanley Ranger Station (44.1769° N – 
114.9253° W).  Precipitation data was obtained from nearby Department of Agriculture Natural Resources 
Conservation Service SNOTEL station at Banner Summit, 1.5 km from Bull Trout Lake.  Data on hydro-
dynamics of the linked stream-lake system in the Bull Trout Lake watershed are described by Arp et al. 
(2006).  
The percent of daily solar radiation that each stream reach received, accounting for shading 
obstacles such as hill slopes and vegetation was estimated with a Solar Pathfinder (Solar Pathfinder, Inc., 
Linden, TN; Platts 1987). Shading measurements were made at stream logger locations and at consistent 
intervals down the main streams in each watershed (Table B.1). Stream exposure measured this way 
describes monthly shading throughout the year, accounting for solar angle and shading from topography 
and vegetation (Table B.2, Table C.1).  Stream shading was due to topography in the study basins as well 
as streamside vegetation. 
To evaluate influence of landscape factors on temperature, spatial characteristics of the lakes, 
streams, and basins were measured or estimated. Watershed area, lake area, stream distance, and mean 
elevation data were generated using a geographic information system (GIS) analysis of 30-meter digital 
elevation grids (DEM) and stream network files (Table C.2).  Temperature data corresponding to this 
analysis of landscape factors were summarized as means and average daily range for each of four weeks 
from June through September 2003 (Table C.3).  
Lake and stream morphometric measurements were estimated throughout the basins. Lake 
bathymetry measurements for five lakes (Twin, Alice, Toxaway, Farley, and Bull Trout) were made using a 
handheld global positioning system (GPS) and a handheld depth finder.   An average of 108 depth 
soundings were taken across 5 - 14 transects in each lake (Table D.1).  Bathymetry maps from (Spaulding 
1993) were used for three other lakes (Pettit, Yellow Belly, and Stanley).  For other small lakes (including 
three lakes used in the regression analysis summarized in Table 2), volume was estimated based on a the 
relationship between measured lake surface area and lake volumes (log (lake volume) = -1.859 + 1.517 log 
(lake area), r
2
 = 0.995).   Many of the lakes in this region have noticeable shallow shelves near the outflow 
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that may influence outflow temperatures.  To quantify this, I measured the distance (shelf) from the outflow 
to the nearest 5-meter depth contour.  The three lake measurements (area, volume, and shelf) are highly 
correlated, so were not used together in regressions relating temperature and stream, lake, and watershed 
characteristics (see following two paragraphs).  Another variable used for the regressions described below, 
water area, was calculated by summing lake areas with estimated stream area (length times width), where 
stream width is the average measured stream width by stream order.  Widths were measured throughout the 
region during base flow, and stream order was based on 1:24,000 scale USGS topographic maps.  This 
rough estimate for stream areas is adequate for a watershed scale analysis because lakes, when present, 
dominate the total area of water in a basin.   
Multiple linear regression analysis (SAS, proc reg; SAS Institute Inc.; Cary, NC) was used to 
determine what stream, lake, and basin characteristics might be correlated with mean temperature and 
variability.  The three sets of regressions were constructed to describe: (1) average outflow temperatures; 
(2) average daily temperature variability of outflow streams, and (3) average stream temperatures at sites 
which were not located at immediate lake outflows.  The first models (results outlined in Table 2) related 
only immediate outflow mean temperatures to highlight lake characteristics affecting outflows.  Logger 
locations for these models were chosen as near to lakes as possible to target the effects of the lakes. The 
second model set (results outlined in Table 3) uses stream locations which are not directly below lakes to 
describe competing warming and cooling features.  While the first set of models is targeted at lake effects, 
models for temperatures above and far below lakes are intended to show the effect of other basin 
characteristics, as well.  The third set of models describing temperature variability is similar to the first set 
both in site selection and in targeting effects of lakes. 
Each of the regression modeling sets used four one-week periods during 2002:  spring, mid 
summer (August 1-7), late summer (September 6-12), and fall (October10-16).  The spring time period 
varied for each lake because it was chosen to be the estimated first week after the lake thawed (ice-out).  
Ice-out was chosen as the first date where the daily average temperature in the outflow was at least 4 C.  
For one lake with a known ice-out date of June 1, the estimated ice-out was June 5 (Bull Trout Lake).  Ice-
out date was only used in the regression model for spring.  The mid-summer period was the week when all 
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sites were at or near their warmest temperatures for the year.  By the late-summer week in September, 
water temperatures had begun to cool from the mid-summer highs.  The fall October week was the last data 
available for the year, as loggers were removed at the end of the study before risk of winter weather made 
sites inaccessible.  An attempted winter regression (8-14 Jan 2002) yielded no viable models. 
The best regression models were chosen based on adjusted R-square values, forward and 
backward stepwise procedures, and for lack of correlated variables (SAS/STAT).  Parameter estimates were 
obtained by ordinary least squares.  The two stream variables, distance from lake to logger and stream 
exposure, were not correlated.  As mentioned previously, the three lake variables (volume, area, and shelf) 
were highly correlated.  A model with any of the lake variables can simply be interpreted to represent the 
effect of general lake size.  Basin variables for lake elevation, basin area, and day of estimated lake ice-out 
were also closely correlated.  Stream, lake, and basin variables were not correlated.  Ultimately, model 
selection used a combination of stepwise procedures, adjusted R
2
 values for all possible models, and 
models without obviously related independent variables.  In a few cases, more than one ―best‖ model are 
described. 
The stream temperature heat budget model SNTEMP (Stream Network TEMPerature model,  
(Theurer et al. 1984) was used to evaluate the effect of upstream temperature and discharge on downstream 
temperatures and to determine whether the stream tended toward a ―reset‖ temperature, as suggested by the 
Serial Discontinuity Concept (Ward and Stanford 1983).  SNTEMP is a one-dimensional heat transport 
model using dynamic temperature and steady flow equations with a 24-hour time step. 
)]/()[()]()/[(/)/()/( pnll cQHBTTQqxTtTQA
 Equation 1 
where, 
A = cross-sectional stream flow area, 
Q = discharge, 
T = water temperature, 
t = time, 
x = distance downstream, 
10 
 
 
ql = lateral flow (groundwater and tributary flow), 
Tl = temperature of lateral flow, 
B = stream top width, 
Hn = sum of heat fluxes, 
ρ = water density, and  
cp = specific heat of water. 
Net heat flux sums contributions from atmospheric radiation, air convection, streambed conduction, 
evaporation, streamside vegetation (as shading and re-radiation), and the radiation heat losses from water 
back to the air. 
wvsedcan HHHHHHHH     
 Equation 2 
where, 
 Hn = net heat flux, 
 Ha = atmospheric longwave and shortwave radiation, 
Hc = air convection heat flux, 
Hd = streambed conduction heat flux, 
He = evaporation heat flux, 
Hs = solar radiation, corrected for shading, 
Hv = riparian vegetation radiation, and  
Hw = water radiation. 
This simple, pre-packaged model allows for relatively easy model setup and scenario runs.  The model was 
configured and calibrated using data from Spring Creek, the outflow stream of Bull Trout Lake, in 2003 at 
midsummer baseflow discharges.  Data for water temperatures, stream discharge, shading, air temperature, 
and humidity were collected near or in the stream reach.  Data for precipitation and wind speed were 
collected outside of the watershed, as described previously.  The proximities of the precipitation and wind 
stations were not close enough to allow for a tight match of the measured and calibrated data, but were 
adequate to calibrate the model to behave generally appropriate for the study reach (Fig. 3), in order to 
11 
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proceed with exploratory simulation runs. The conditions for the simulation runs were modified in a 
factorial array to examine the effects of low -, moderate, and high -flow (about 0.2, 1.5, and 2.0 m
3
 sec
-1
) 
and cold, cool, and warm upstream temperatures (average 6, 12, and 18° C).  These flow and temperature 
levels were selected from values typical to this site throughout the year, but were scaled from actual data 
collected at Bull Trout outflow from 5 to 25 August 2003, and are therefore not constant through the 
simulated time period.  All other characteristics (meteorological data, stream geometry, etc.) were not 
varied among simulation runs to isolate the effects of flow and upstream temperature.  The model was 
calibrated using the low-flow, warm scenario (Appendix E). Because the purpose of the heat budget 
simulations was to describe the effects of flow and initial temperature on the stream’s heat budget, and not 
for predictive purposes, the model was not validated with additional data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Comparison of calibrated and un-calibrated SNTEMP-modeled temperatures with measured stream 
temperatures. The mechanistic model SNTEMP was used to run heat budget scenarios based on conditions 
observed below Bull Trout Lake to see the effect of various flow and upstream temperatures combinations. 
Model parameters were adjusted to loosely calibrate the model, but the modeling objectives did not require 
validation as a predictive model. 
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RESULTS 
 
 
The nearly intuitive notion that the water flowing off the surface of a lake will be warmer than the 
shaded, groundwater-influenced stream coming into the lake was affirmed by the data.  Typical data from 
one stream-lake pair (Spring Creek and Bull Trout Lake, Fig. 4) show some of the general patterns of how 
lakes influence diel and seasonal temperature variations.  In these high-elevation basins, solar radiation and 
air temperatures have large diel variation, driving large diel variation in stream temperatures.  Nevertheless, 
inflow temperatures of this spring-fed inflow stream were cold throughout the summer, rarely exceeding 
10°C, with minimum nighttime temperatures near 4°C.  In contrast, average June outflow stream 
temperatures from Bull Trout Lake were approximately 12°C higher than the inflow temperatures, and this 
difference was maintained through early fall.  In the early spring and fall, diel temperature fluctuations in 
the outflow of Bull Trout Lake were lower that the fluctuations in the inflow.  However, during the summer 
the diel fluctuations were surprisingly similar in the two streams (see below). 
 
Lake temperatures 
Lake depth profile temperatures measured at four lakes (Bull Trout, Yellow Belly, Farley, and 
Toxaway) in 2003 demonstrated that the lakes were dimictic, with summer and winter thermal stratification 
(Fig. 5). Winter ice cover cleared in between mid-May at the lowest elevation lakes and by mid-June in the 
highest elevations. During summer stratification, maximum surface temperatures ranged from 17.5 to 19.3 
C with maximum surface temperatures above 19 C observed in the two lowest elevation lakes. 
Hypolimnetic temperatures ranged from 4 to 7 C, with only the deepest lakes (Toxaway and Yellow Belly) 
stratifying with 4 C on the bottom. After peak summer surface temperatures in late July, the epilimnetic 
layer cooled and mixed deeper into the water column. Lake profile temperature loggers were removed in 
mid-October, before threat of harsh winter weather, and before all four lakes had fully mixed. By the end of 
data collection on 12 to 17 October, the lake temperatures were vertically uniform within 1 C to at least 8.4 
m. Bull Trout Lake was thermally uniform to 12 m (maximum lake depth = 15m) beginning 10 October at 
9.6-10.3 C, cooling to 7.5-7.9 C by 17 October (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 4. Inflow and outflow stream temperatures and the air temperatures at Bull Trout Lake, 2003. May 
through October stream temperatures demonstrate how the absence of lentic water bodies above this lake 
cause the inflow (Spring Creek) to be cold throughout the summer, while the outflow stream (Warm 
Springs Creek) is warmed by the lake. Air temperatures, shown as daily maxima and minima illustrate a 
broad range of daily climate variability. 
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Fig. 5.  Bull Trout Lake temperature isopleths, May 2002 - Apr 2003. The dimictic seasonal pattern of this 
lake is typical of lakes in the study area. Cold stream water will sink as it flows into a thermally stratified 
lake, with the effect on stream insertion depth most pronounced in midsummer, diminishing as 
stratification weakens into the fall. 
 
Outflow stream temperatures  
The warming of streams by lakes occurred in all eleven of the stream-lake systems analyzed (Fig. 
6).  Midsummer inflow temperatures of the mountain streams were usually cold, ranging from 4° – 16°C.  
The lakes were all large enough to approach equilibrium temperatures with the atmosphere and solar 
heating by late June, so outflow temperatures from all were all similarly warm (17° – 21°C).  Lake size did, 
however, still help explain some of this difference in outflow temperatures (see below).  As long as they 
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were ice-free, the lakes warmed the outflow streams by as much as 12.5 C (from an inflow not impacted 
by upstream lakes) in mid-summer with average warming of 6.4 C.  Because lake inflow temperatures 
varied more than outflows, the amount of warming (inflow to outflow) a lake produced reflects largely on 
the characteristics of the inflow.  For example, Toxaway Lake has two inflow streams that were analyzed.   
One stream (south inflow) has several small lakes higher in its watershed, and the temperature difference 
between it and the outflow of Toxaway Lake was only 4.8 C, whereas the other (north) inflow was fed 
directly by springs and a snowfield, so the resulting temperature difference was 12.5 C. The greatest 
warming (>10 C) was observed for lakes with no upstream lake influence (Toxaway – north inflow and 
Bull Trout). 
The reverse pattern – colder outflow than inflow streams – was observed in one ice-covered lake 
where I monitored stream temperatures in close proximity to the lake.  At Bull Trout Lake, water flowing 
out from just under the ice was expected to be near zero, easily colder than the inflow stream during early 
spring (Fig. 7).  Though the lake was still ice-covered in mid-April 2003, both stream channels were 
partially open, allowing some diel warming.  The inflow stream temperatures were near 1 C each night, 
but increased as much as 4 C under the spring sunshine.  During this period, the mean inflow temperature 
was 1.7 C higher than in the outflow.  This trend, however, was not detected at other paired inflow-
outflow sites, because some temperature loggers were not sensitive enough nor placed close enough to the 
lake to detect this winter trend (Table A.1). 
Lake size (area or volume) explained much of the inter-lake variability of average outflow temperatures 
(nearest logger site to the lake) if the regressions also included a stream variable (Table 2).  For example, in 
August outflow temperatures differed by 3.0 degrees among all of the lakes.  The regression model 
predicted that for the smallest lake (Washington; 310,000 m
3
) outflow temperature would increment only 
0.1 C, whereas for the largest lake (Stanley; 11,000,000 m
3
) temperatures would increment2.4 C, 
excluding the effect of stream exposure.    Because lake volume and surface area were so closely correlated 
(correlation = 0.97 for lakes used for the mean outflow temperature regression), it is impractical to separate  
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Fig. 6. Midsummer average stream temperatures for inflow, outflow, and selected other streams. The 12 
subalpine lakes studied are all large enough to approach equilibrium temperatures with the atmosphere in 
midsummer, so outflow temperatures (hatched bars) were all similarly warm from July 15 to August 14, 
2003.  Immediate inflow temperatures and selected other streams not immediately below lakes (black bars) 
were more variable, as they are related to upstream catchment characteristics.  Note that some lakes had 
two inflows.  A box plot showing medians, 25
th
 and 75
th
 percentiles, and ranges (same Y axis) summarizes 
the typical observed warm outflow stream temperatures relative to streams not immediately impacted by an 
upstream lake. Data plotted for other streams are from sites at least 2.5 km below lakes, except Fish Hook 2 
which is in a basin with several small ephemeral ponds, but no lakes.  Bar plot and box plot share a 
common Y-axis.  The center bar in each box plot represents the median, the edges of the box are the 25
th
 
and 75
th
 percentile, and upper and lower lines extend to the full range of the data.  Square symbols in the 
box plot indicate overall mean temperature for the two categories. 
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Fig. 7.  Inflow and outflow stream temperatures in early spring, Bull Trout Lake, 2003. Stream 
temperatures are warmer below Bull Trout Lake than at the inflow due to winter stratification before lake 
ice-out.  Near-freezing water flows out from just under the ice for the period in April 2003 shown.  The ice 
cover on this lake came off on 1 June 2003. 
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Table 2. Regression models describing average outflow stream temperatures (T).  The spring period was 
defined individually for each lake as the first seven days after the mean daily temperature at the outflow 
reached 4 C, to roughly estimate ice-out.  The values under each regression model show the range of 
predicted temperature variation resulting from the data used in the regression. For example, in August, the 
model for the smallest lake in the dataset (Washington Lake, 310,000 m
3
) predicts an additional warming 
of only 0.1 C compared to 2.4 C from the largest lake (Pettit Lake, 46,000,000 m
3
), and the range in stream 
exposures to sunlight predicts temperature differences of only +0.2 to 0.4°C.  These values must still be 
considered in the context of the rest of the regression equation – the August outflow temperature regression 
indicates all lakes produce temperatures of at least 14.6 C in addition to the warming effects of volume and 
stream exposure.  All parameter estimates of the regressions are significant to the  = 0.05 level, except the 
intercept for spring temperatures.  Volume is in units of m
3
x10
6
, stream exposure is % of total daily 
radiation, stream distance (below a lake) is in meters, lake area is in hectares, and basin area is in km
2
. 
Period Model N R
2 
Spring 
T =  2.4 + 4.72*STRM EXPOSURE 
     +1.5 to 4.7 
6 .67 
August 
T = 14.6 + 0.206*VOLUME + 3.82*STRM EXPOSURE 
     +0.1 to 2.4 C         +0.2 to 0.4 C 
8 .88 
Septembe
r 
T = 12.2 + 0.397*VOLUME - 1.20*STRM DISTANCE 
 
       +0 to 4.6 C           -0 to -0.7 C 
10 .72 
October 
T =  2.5 +0.108*LAKE AREA -3.02*STRM DISTANCE +0.133*BASIN 
AREA 
      +0.4 TO 5.3 C  -0.1 TO -1.7 C       +0.2 to 5.4 C 
8 .87 
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thermal-inertia-buffering effects of volume from solar-energy-gathering effects of exposed surface area.  
Therefore, I interpreted regressions with either variable to indicate general lake size.  
Though lake size was the most important variable explaining warm outflow stream temperatures, 
stream exposure, stream distance, and basin area – while not direct measures of radiation, advection, and 
discharge – indicate the importance of these forces for stream temperatures, even very near below a lake 
(Table 2).  Through the spring and mid-summer, the measured outflow temperatures were positively 
correlated with the amount of stream exposure to sunlight at the logger location; a regression with lake 
volume alone was not significant.  In September and October, stream distance between the lake and logger 
became significant variables, when water temperatures quickly cooled as streams flowed away from the 
lakes to the nearest logger.  Logger distance below a lake related to a downstream cooling of 1.2 C km
-1
 in 
September and 3.0 C km
-1 
in October.  Although variation in lake size (5.6 to 162 ha) and the downstream 
positioning of the outflow loggers were statistically related with to outflow temperatures, these differences 
among outflows temperatures were minor relative to the absence or presence of a lake that warmed 
temperatures at the outflow an average of 6.4 C, and as much as 12.5 C (Fig. 6).  In October, basin area, a 
surrogate for baseflow discharge, was also a significant variable explaining outflow temperatures from the 
lakes, indicating a seasonal shift to the importance of atmospheric and groundwater heat fluxes.     
The interpretation of the spring regression of mean outflow stream temperatures is necessarily 
different than for other time periods because spring comes later to high elevation lakes. For these outflow 
temperature regressions (Table 2), the spring time period is defined as the first week after the mean daily 
temperature reaches 4.0 C. This approximates the first week after lake ice-out, as the lake (theoretically) 
mixes shortly after ice-out at this temperature. Because the lower temperature is defined by the way the 
time period is defined, the spring model for mean outflow temperatures represents how quickly the outflow 
site warms from 4.0 C.  A local stream variable, stream exposure to the sun at the logger location, explains 
two thirds of the difference among lake outflows.  Lake variables do not enter into the regression. The 
absence of lake variables does not mean the lakes were unimportant in warming the outflow stream, as data 
in Fig. 2 clearly shows Bull Trout Lake outflow was warmer than the inflow for the week after (known) 
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ice-out.  The variation in the rate of that warming after ice-out, among lake outflows, however, was not 
explained by lake characteristics. 
 
 Longitudinally persistent warming 
Lakes had a longitudinally persistent warming effect on stream temperatures, which did not return 
to cold, pre-lake mean temperatures for some distance below a lake (Fig. 8).  For example, in midsummer, 
outflow temperatures from two headwater lakes (Leggit and Washington) were near 17°C and remained 
elevated 5 km below the lakes.  The cooling below the lakes was most dramatic within the first 500 meters 
– at rates of 8.8 and 4.7  C km-1 moderating to 1.3 and 1.5  C km-1 through the whole stream distances for 
Leggit and Washington Lake Creeks, respectively. Longitudinal temperature gradients from two other lakes 
lower in the drainage (Yellow Belly and Bull Trout), also showed that temperatures cooled as the water 
flowed downstream of the lakes.  In these cases, temperatures cooled only 0.8-1.2  C km
-1
 over about 2.5 
km, though the decline was non-linear.  
Stream temperatures from June to September were positively related with three variables (water 
area, percent lake area, and water volume) describing increasing prominence of lakes in each watershed 
(Table 3).  While results above (Table 2) used loggers directly below lakes to emphasize and isolate lake 
impacts, the results in Table 3 used loggers upstream (inflow) and far below lakes to integrate lake effects 
with other basin characteristics for a whole watershed perspective.  In basins containing lakes, total 
upstream water area and volume are dominated by lake contributions.  Sites further away from lakes were 
cooler than sites nearer lakes indicted by the negative correlation between July and August stream 
temperatures with distance from lake.  The regression for July and August temperatures using the variable 
for distance from lake excluded some sites, so alternate models for July and August were included to 
expand the analysis to lake-less watersheds.  June and September models using this distance variable were 
not significant.  In June, higher elevation catchments also produced cooler stream temperatures.  Early in  
the summer, the influence of snowmelt on stream water was especially evident at high-elevation sites 
where snowmelt occurs later. 
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Fig. 8. Stream temperature cooling downstream from two headwater cirque lakes and two lakes low in the 
watershed. Streams cooled as the water traveled downstream longitudinally below headwater cirque lakes 
(Washington, Leggit) and lakes low in the watershed (Yellow Belly, Bull Trout), with mean stream 
temperatures shown for mid-August 2003.  Below the headwater lakes, an overwhelming proportion of 
stream water was from contributions unaffected by the lake.  Conversely, most of the stream water below 
the low-basin lakes came through that lake. 
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Table 3. Regression models describing average stream temperatures above and far below lakes.  Water area 
is upstream water surface area in hectares, average basin elevation is in kilometers, percent lake area is lake 
area divided by watershed area times 100, water volume is the upstream water volume (lakes and streams) 
in m
3
 x 10
5
, and distance to lake is to the nearest upstream lake in kilometers. The line under each 
regression model is the range of predicted temperature variation resulting from the data used in the 
regression.  All parameter estimates of the regressions are significant to the  = 0.05 level, except the 
intercept for spring temperatures.  Two models are given for July and August temperatures to show the 
effect of distance to lake.  Because not all locations were below a lake, the sample sizes for models with 
this parameter are smaller than the alternate models for the time period. 
Period Model N R
2 
June 
T = 18.5 +0.0642*WATER AREA -6.23*AVG BASIN ELEV 
  +0.0 to 11.3 C           -14.4 to -17.7 C 
14 .92 
July 
T = 6.2 +0.0468* WATER AREA +3.99*(PERCENT LAKE AREA)
0.333
 
  +0 to 8.2 C  +0 to 8.7 C 
25 .88 
T = 12.3 +.0590* WATER AREA -0.665*DISTANCE TO LAKE
 
  +0.2 to 10.3 C  -0.2 to -4.4 C 
21 .79 
August 
T = 6.8 +0.0426*WATER VOLUME +2.43*(PERCENT LAKE AREA)
0.333
 
 +0 to 5.3 C       +0 to 7.0 C 
26 .80 
T = 9.9 +0.0483* WATER AREA -0.384*DISTANCE TO LAKE 
  +0.2 to 8.5 C  -0.1 to -2.5 C 
22 .73 
September 
T = 5.9 +0.0463* WATER AREA 
  +0 to 8.1 C 
26 .80 
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Stream temperature stability 
In these mountain watersheds, stream temperatures varied markedly over diel cycles.  From mid-
July to mid-August 2003, for example, the mean diel fluctuations in inflow and outflow streams were 5.1 C 
and 3.7 C, respectively (Fig. 9).  This difference is consistent with the hypothesis that the thermal inertia of 
the lakes reduces diel fluctuations in lake outflows.  This occurred in six of the seven paired observations 
(six lakes, including one with two inflows). In contrast, the inflow-to-outflow differences were relatively 
small in two lakes (McDonald and Bull Trout Lakes) and even reversed in one lake (Pettit).  The limited 
stabilizing effect of lakes on stream outflows may partially be an artifact of the placement of some sensors 
too far below the actual outflow.  Due to logistical considerations, loggers were placed from 25 m to 575 m 
from lake outlets.  In three of four watersheds where temperature data was available longitudinally below 
lake outflows, strong diel fluctuations were reestablished within 0.5 km of the outlet (Fig. 10).   A lake’s 
stabilizing influence on diel temperature fluctuations prevails for relatively short distances below the 
discharge point. 
The multivariate analysis of diel stream temperature ranges indicated that distance below a lake, 
local shading, and basin size play important roles for stream temperatures stability (inverse of variability) 
below lakes (Table 4).  In the spring (first week after ice out), variability increased with distance, decreased 
with stream shading, and increased with basin area (a surrogate for stream size).  Temperature variability in 
August also correlated with stream distance and shading, but exhibited an opposite trend for basin area.  In 
the fall (September and October), more stable temperatures were measured in warmer streams and streams 
below lakes with narrow shallow regions (regression variable shelf) near the outflow.  Overall, regression 
analysis of outflow temperature variability was not robust.  The sample sizes for each time period were 
small, and models were only significant when multiple variables were included. 
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Fig. 9. Average daily temperature variability of inflow and outflow stream temperatures of lakes in the 
Sawtooth and White Cloud Mountains.  During summer (15 July – 14 August 2003), temperatures showed 
greater stability for outflow streams (depicted as low diel temperature range), relative to inflow streams, in 
some lakes.  A temperature logger was not placed in the outflow of Alice Lake, and three lakes shown did 
not have surface inflows. 
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Fig. 10. Stream temperature stability downstream from four lakes. A lake's ability to stabilize outflow 
stream temperatures diminishes rapidly below the lake, demonstrated as stream temperature average 
midsummer diel variability longitudinally below four lakes.  For the lakes with an inflow stream for 
comparison, the outflow stream has a similar daily range within 1000 meters of the lake. 
 
 
Simulated effect of flow and initial temperature 
on stream temperatures 
Modeled stream temperatures for various flow and upstream temperatures show the effects of discharge 
and temperature on reset temperature (Fig. 11).  Temperatures do not warm or cool indefinitely 
downstream as total heat fluxes are balanced by forces such as added lateral flows and back radiation from 
the water. At low-flow conditions in this mountain environment, the modeled stream trended toward 14 C 
(Fig. 11a-c).  The low flow, warm water (17 C) scenario shows the stream cooling, arriving near an  
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Fig. 11. Simulated stream temperature for selected flow and temperature regimes. Cold, cool, and warm 
upstream temperatures (6, 12, and 18 C) in these simulations mimic respective conditions of a stream 
without upstream lakes, a stream several kilometers below a lake, and an immediate outflow reach.  
Discharges averaging 0.2, 1.5, and 3.0 m
3
s
-1
, range from late summer baseflow to peak spring runoff 
conditions typical of the real stream used to calibrate the model.  The low-flow, warm conditions pictured 
were used to calibrate the model.  All scenarios are plotted using the same axes and scales as labeled in the 
lower left.  The arrow on the x-axis shows the average inter-lake distance in the Sawtooth Mountains, and 
the dashed lines represent the reset temperatures for each flow condition. 
 
equilibrium temperature at 14 C at about 6 km below the lake (Fig. 11c).  The same simulated stream reach 
starting with cold water (6 C, Fig. 11a), typical of streams without lake effects, warms to 13 C in 
approximately 8 km.  With increased flow, the simulated temperatures do not approach a reset in the 8 km 
of simulated stream, though it is evident that the reset would be to a different temperature, likely around 
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8 C for moderate flows (Fig. 11d-f) and 6-8 C for high flows (Fig. 11g-i). The high-flow conditions that 
could propel lake-warmed water far downstream are the same high-flow conditions which result in lower 
reset temperatures, driving stream temperatures to cool faster. 
In order to explore the relationship between reset temperature and flow, the dynamic temperature 
steady flow equation used by SNTEMP can be reduced to the steady state form, 
)]/()[()]()/[( pnll cQHBTTQq
dx
dT
   
 Equation 3 
where, 
T = water temperature, 
x = distance downstream, 
ql = lateral flow (groundwater and tributary flow), 
Q = discharge, 
Tl = temperature of lateral flow, 
B = stream top width, 
Hn = sum of heat fluxes, 
ρ = water density, and  
cp = specific heat of water. 
This form is still valid for dynamic temperatures when two assumptions are met: (1) uniform flow exists, 
and the first or second order approximation for the heat flux versus water temperature relationships is valid. 
The simulated flows were based on a period in late summer of relatively uneventful weather when flows, 
while not fully uniform, were approaching stable baseflow, and are considered uniform for the time step of 
the model (daily). First and second order solutions to Equation 3 are possible but vary depending on 
whether the stream is gaining, losing, or neutral with respect to lateral flow (Theurer et al. 1984). The 
simulated reach was assumed to be gaining throughout, based on measured flows from the calibration 
period. For the condition of reset temperature (TR), dT/dx = 0, and Equation 3 becomes 
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For the modeled scenarios, average stream width and temperature of lateral flows were held constant. The 
difference in density of water between scenarios can be assumed to be insignificant for the modeled 
temperatures. The net sum of heat fluxes (Hn) for the reset temperature are also balanced for each scenario. 
The assumption that the temperature of lateral flows did not vary for the simulations relies on the 
assumption of a groundwater dominated system, rather than a stream network of predominately overland 
lateral input flows.  The effect of increased flow on reset temperature (TR) is therefore inversely 
proportional to lateral flow. Lateral flow was simulated to vary proportionally to upstream flow, similar to 
the way a basin-wide precipitation or snowmelt event would affect flow.   
Full reset conditions were not achieved for most of the heat budget scenarios. Ancillary data was 
only collected along 8 km of the base stream, so modeling scenarios beyond that distance were outside the 
design of the model setup. For watersheds in the study area with multiple lakes, the average inter-lake 
distance is only 2.8 km–clearly an insufficient distance to obtain equilibrium reset temperatures with any of 
the simulated flows.  Note that these simulations should not be applied to other seasons.  Although the 
model runs were setup with the typical annual range of flow and upstream temperatures, all other variables 
(e.g. air temperature, shading) were held constant and based on data from mid-summer. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
 
When present in a mountain watershed, the broad expanse of a lake absorbs solar radiation from 
spring through fall, greatly warming outflows. The effect of solar exposure on stream temperature has been 
observed at various scales by other researchers.  Hawkins et al. (1997) found that the percent of the channel 
as pools more strongly correlated to daytime water temperatures than latitude or elevation. (Hieber et al. 
2002) also observed lake-warmed outflow temperatures, with a noted exception of a lake heavily shaded by 
a cliff, demonstrating the importance of solar inputs. The importance of shading (exposure) has also been 
considered for stream temperature models (St-Hilaire et al. 2000), in which a lake might be conceptualized 
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as the epitome of a fully exposed stream. On a watershed scale, Heiland (1998) observed a positive 
relationship between watershed hydrologic residence time and stream temperatures, noting that residence 
times were dominated by lakes (when present).  
Observed lake outflow diel temperature variations were more stable than temperatures in other 
streams, though the stability was short lived downstream from the lake. The initial downstream outflow 
stability is in keeping with the concept of thermal inertia Wotton (1995), rather than the concept of diurnal 
surface stratification Rodrigues-Rodrigues et al. (2004). Because the thermal stability below a lake was 
short lived (Fig. 10), it was not detected at every outflow (Fig. 9).  Regression models to describe this effect 
do indicate the importance of stream distance and shading, but models were over-parameterized and 
difficult to interpret (Table 4).  Future research to investigate the stabilizing effect of lakes should focus on 
near-lake outflow reaches (within 500 meters for the lakes studied) and consider detailed bathymetry, 
especially of the outflow end of the lakes.  A shallow outflow shelf may amplify the daily temperature 
swing, rather than suppress it, as expected of a large mass of water.  Shallow lake shelves at the outflow 
ends of Pettit and Bull Trout Lakes can anecdotally explain the instances where the outflow temperature 
fluctuations were equal to or higher than the fluctuation in inflows, but the limited sample size of ten lakes 
with only six inflow-outflow pairs does not allow a robust interpretation of a shelf-effect.  One logger 
(Stanley Lake outflow) was too far from the lake (2.7 km) to detect the lake’s stabilizing influence.  The 
remaining lakes, which do indicate reduced outflow variability (Toxaway, Farley, McDonald, and 
Yellowbelly), do not have pronounced shelves, and loggers were within 100 m of the lake. 
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Table 4. Regression models describing daily average diel range of outflow stream temperature. Volume is 
in units of m
3
x10
6
, stream exposure is % of total daily radiation, stream distance is in kilometers, shelf 
(distance from outlet to lake’s 5-meter depth contour) is in kilometers, lake area is in hectares, and basin 
area is in km
2
.  The spring time period was defined individually for each lake as the first seven days after 
the mean daily temperature at the outflow reached 4 C, to roughly estimate ice-out.  The line under each 
regression model is the range of predicted temperature variation resulting from the data used in the 
regression.  All parameter estimates of the regressions are significant to the  = 0.05 level, except the 
intercept for spring temperatures.  The two best models are given for September because neither model is 
an ideal selection: the four-variable is over-parameterized for a sample size of nine, and a model for 
temperature variability explained by temperature itself is ambiguous. 
Period Model N R
2
 
Spring 
T = -1.1 + 0.985*STRM DIST + 3.58*STRM EXP + 0.0488*BASIN AREA 
         +0.0 to 2.7 C +1.1 to 3.5 C           +0.1 to 2.0 C 
6 
.9
8 
August 
T = -1.2 + 2.45*STRM DIST. + 6.24*STRM EXP - 0.0549*BASIN AREA 
     +0.1 to 6.8 C           +2.6 to 5.9 C         -0 to -2.2 C 
8 
.9
7 
Septembe
r 
T = -2.4 +0.291*VOL +2.04*STRM DIST +8.01*STRM EXP -0.115*BASIN 
AREA 
  +0.1 to 3.0 +0.1 to 1.2     +3.0 to 6.6           -0.1 to -4.7 
9 
.9
6 
T = 7.6 - 0.464*TEMPERATURE + 9.00*SHELF 
      -5.5 to -7.4 C       +0.3 to 1.7 C 
7 
.8
6 
October 
T = 3.0 - 0.228*TEMPERATURE + 7.19*SHELF 
      -0.9 TO -2.4 C       +0.2 TO 1.4 C 
7 
.9
6 
 
 
 
Classical conceptual stream models such as the river continuum concept (RCC; Vannote et al. 
1980) recognize the importance of temperature fluctuations on ecosystem stability, and the serial 
discontinuity concept (SDC; Stanford and Ward 2001; Vannote et al. 1980; Ward and Stanford 1983) 
provides a framework for evaluating interruptions along the continuum. Though the SDC was proposed as 
a tool for evaluating the effects of dams (typically with deep, cold releases), it is easily modified to look at 
natural lakes with surface releases. My data showed that natural lakes disrupt downstream temperature 
continua, warming temperatures by 6-12 °C in midsummer. Concerning diel temperature variation, the 
SDC postulates that impoundments will have the greatest and most lasting effects in mid-order streams, and 
little effect in low- or high- order streams. However, of the lakes I studied on low- to mid-order streams, 
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none caused lasting downstream temperature stability, but the natural outflow streams were not as severely 
altered as the deep-release dam outflows at a constant 4°C envisioned by Ward and Stanford. 
The longitudinal series for one basin had an inconsistently cold location 5 km downstream from 
Leggit Lake which may represent a local, unmixed groundwater upwelling.  Warming sources (such as 
open water in ponds or lakes, or hot springs) were absent between this logger location and the next point 
downstream.  Local geography lends merit to this explanation, as the stream corridor just above the logger 
location becomes narrowly confined by exposed bedrock, concurrent with an abrupt (though brief) decrease 
in stream channel slope.  This morphology may funnel groundwater and hyporheic water up into the stream 
in the region where the logger was placed. Hence, the logger at this location may have been recording 
hyporheic or groundwater temperatures, not stream temperatures.  
The importance of the simple fact that the lakes warm their outflow streams cannot be overstated. 
As an example of the potential ecological impact from the magnitude of observed warming from inflow to 
outflow, Marcarelli and Wurtsbaugh (2006) found that an 11°C temperature increase between the inflow 
and outflow of Bull Trout Lake contributed to an increase in nitrogen fixation of 330% between the two 
sites when phosphorus was added to remove nutrient limitation. The increased reaction rates, combined 
with the longitudinally persistent warming would have profound implications for watershed-scale estimates 
of nutrient cycling. Actual in-stream reaction rates may not be scalable with warming from lakes due to 
other factors influencing biological process rates, such as nutrient availability. Kling et al. (2000) and 
Brown et al. (2008) documented decreased ion and nitrate concentrations from lake inflow to outflow, but 
increased particulate and organic carbon and nitrogen. Though the warming effect of lakes on nutrient 
cycling may not be scalable to the landscape, Milner et al. (2007) did show that lakes’ influences on stream 
temperature advances overall landscape succession by encouraging macroinvertebrate colonization and 
establishment of fish populations. 
Just as research is commonly done to isolate the effect of temperature from other chemical and 
biological changes (many cited above), the relative importance of various heat fluxes reveals how 
components of the heat budget interact. I used modeling scenarios to isolate the effects and interactions of 
upstream temperature and discharge. When upstream temperature is decreased, the resulting decrease in 
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back-radiation from the water is seen as a steeper initial trend toward the reset temperature. Increased flow 
causes increased advection, slowing the longitudinal trend toward reset. When increases in stream flow are 
accompanied by proportional increases in lateral flow, the value of the reset temperature is also altered. 
Inconsistent with observed temperatures, modeled scenarios with cold starting temperatures actually 
warmed to temperatures not observed in the study area for non-lake impacted reaches. The stream used as a 
basis for constructing the model scenarios was an outflow stream and the model may be influenced by 
geomorphic landscape effects observed below lakes (i.e. shading, channel geometry, channel substrate) 
(Arp et al. 2007). 
In addition to isolating the effect of heat budget components, it is also important to consider the 
additive and self-cancelling effects of heat components in concert and as they vary seasonally. Solar 
radiation is partially counteracted by radiation losses from the water through the summer, as evidenced by 
regression models describing variability among stream temperatures (Tables 2 and 3). The early summer 
(June) regression includes basin elevation, which might be taken as evidence for of the effect of air 
temperature, but air temperatures monitored in the study area did not indicate an elevation-gradient across 
the range of monitored stream elevations (2160-2540 meters, unpublished data). The results of the modeled 
heat budget scenarios suggest another explanation: colder stream temperatures were observed at higher 
elevations because of the effects of increased cold lateral flows, here due to the delay of snowmelt in higher 
basins. Leading into autumn, back-radiation losses near lakes drove temperatures quickly down, so that 
sites farther from lakes were no longer cooling longitudinally.  Lakes contributed warming to streams from 
spring through fall, indicating a lake’s role in collecting solar radiation and maintaining warm stream 
temperatures from summer heat through the fall. The overall summer effect of lake warming overwhelming 
stream cooling is counter to the effect of lakes on chemical constituents, observed by Kling et al. (2000) 
which were completely counterbalanced by stream effects, even through short distances.   
The ecological importance or warmer temperatures is even more profound at the watershed scale 
when considering how far below a lake that elevated temperatures persist. The cooling trend I observed 
below lakes is similar to the response below other types of temperature disturbances. The cooling below 
logged riparian area is governed by the same processes which dominate below-lake cooling, such as 
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shading and groundwater exchange (e.g. Story et al. 2003). Though the SDC originally emphasized the 
importance of tributaries to drive a stream back to reset conditions, Stanford and Ward (2001) underscored 
the importance of a river’s vertical (hyporheic and groundwater) and lateral (floodplain and tributary) 
connectivity to the watershed as critical ameliorating factors for reset. The effect of this lateral connectivity 
is seen in more rapid cooling below headwater lakes versus lakes lower in a basin with fewer below-lake 
flow contributions relative to in-stream flows. 
The fact that streams can carry thermal energy from a lake so far downstream will affect not only 
properties of the stream through that distance, but the increased stream temperature will affect downstream 
lakes.  An important effect of this inter-lake influence is a reduced inflow insertion depth of warm stream 
water into a thermally stratified lake, relative to insertion depth of cold stream water. Other researchers 
have described the effect of warmed inflows on lake mixing processes. Littoral wetlands at lake inflows can 
contribute enough warming to deliver potentially nutrient-rich river water to the active photic lake layers 
(Andradottir and Nepf 2000), and in a more extreme instance of warming, nuclear power plant discharges 
to a reservoir bolstered stratification so that meteorologic or flow conditions did not cause mixing Palancar 
et al. (2006). In the Sawtooth study area, stream temperatures typical of lake-less watersheds (4-7 ºC) 
compare with the summer hypolimnetic lake temperatures, shown in Fig. 5. Midsummer stream 
temperatures influenced by upstream lakes, typically 12 ºC, are similar to metalimnion waters. Final inflow 
stream insertion depth into a lake, however, is governed by temperature along with stream flow velocity 
and stream and lake geometries which influence entrainment of stream water as it flows into the lake 
Fleenor and Schladow (2000). 
Because of the downstream persistence of stream warming, and the effect on lake mixing of 
sequential lakes in a watershed, the landscape position of the lake will largely determine the lake’s 
watershed-scale impact. The impact of lake location is shown clearly (Fig. 8) by contrasting temperatures 
below two headwater cirque lakes (Leggit and Washington), with two located lower in their watersheds 
(Yellow Belly and Bull Trout).  These lower lakes intercept water from 92 % (Yellow Belly) and 77% 
(Bull Trout) of their basins, and downstream cooling is limited because groundwater and tributaries 
contributes relatively little to the flow.  In contrast, the two cirque lakes capture water from only 6% 
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(Leggit) and 23% (Washington Lake Creek) of their watersheds, and consequently the cold, groundwater 
influence is higher with temperatures falling as much as 7 C within 1 km below the lake.  Nevertheless, the 
water temperatures far below the cirques approach 8-9 C, not the 4-7 C measured in streams without lake 
influence. A high-catchment lake above another lake will affect the stream reach between the lakes and the 
mixing of the lower lake. Lakes in series are common in the study area with an average inter-lake distance 
of 2.8 km. Downstream sequential lakes will continue to produce warming from inflow to outflow, but the 
difference will be less dramatic because inflow temperatures will be pre-warmed (Fig. 12). A similar effect 
is observed at logged riparian cut-blocks when upstream lakes are present in the watershed. Mellina et al. 
(2002) observed less pre- to post logging stream warming than expected based on previous research, citing 
the possible effect of upstream lakes. 
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Fig. 12. Stream temperatures through three basins with lakes in various landscape positions. Landscape 
position of lakes influences mean stream temperatures during midsummer (15 July-15 August 2003) in 
three watersheds. Outflow points are as open symbols, and lakes are shown as dashed lines.  The Bull Trout 
watershed has a single lake that significantly warms the spring-fed inflow stream. Lines for the Yellow 
Belly watershed show how multiple lakes (4) maintain high temperatures throughout the network. The 
upper lake that was monitored (Toxaway) has two inflows.  The headwater of the Washington watershed is 
a cirque lake without surface inflows. 
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APPENDICES 
 Appendix A – Site information 
Table A.1. Logger locations. GPS coordinates are given in UTM zone 11. 
 
4
0
 
 
Watershed Site Name Project Label Alias GPS coordinates Notes 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 4km BTIN4KM BTIn4km 638921 4902828 inflow 4km+  from lake 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 2km BT ISCO IN 0 BTIn2km 639071 4905363 inflow 2km from lake 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow BT ISCO IN 6 BTInflow - inflow at lower isco, ~500m from lake 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Outflow 1 BT ISCO OUT 1 BTOut1 - ~25m from lake, near ISCO, stream site OF1 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Outflow 2 BT ISCO OUT 4 BTOut2 638930 4907311 just below culvert, across from or at ISCO, 
stream site OF4 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Outflow 3 BT OUT 3 BTOut3 - 1000m, open meadow, wells nearby 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Outflow 4 BT ISCO OUT 8 BTOut4 - 1400m lowest ISCO, stream site OF8 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Outflow 5 BT OUT 5 BTOut5 637887 4907459 below lowest ISCO, before stream enters 
gulch, ~2km from lake 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Outflow 6 BT OUT 6 BTOut6 637648 4907291 2.5km, stream has entered gulch 
Fishhook Fishhook Creek 4 FHC4 - 658709 4886636 - 
Fishhook Fishhook Creek 3 FHC3 - 662078 4888811 - 
Fishhook Fishhook Creek 2 FHC2 - 663461 4889848 - 
Fishhook Fishhook Creek 1 FHC1 - 666174 4890470 logger at old location (11 T 664714 4890391) 
lost (no data in 2002), new location placed 
25Apr03 
Pettit Pettit South Fork Top PET S TOP SF3 666622 4865862 moved downstream ~500m 29Sep02 to 
deeper water; irrelevant, as all 2003 data 
missing for this site 
Pettit Pettit South Fork Middle PET S MID SF2 666852 4867330 moved downstream (from 666706 4866344) 
29Sep02 to deeper water 
Pettit Pettit South Fork Bottom PET SB SF1 667014 4869352 - 
Pettit Twin Outflow TWIN OUT TwinOut 664232 4866920 - 
Pettit Alice Inflow ALICE IN AliceIn 664686 4867099 North Inflow 
Pettit Alice Outflow ALICE OUT AliceOut 665515 4868168 first crossing below lake, below 2 close 
ponds. 
  
Table A.1. Logger locations. GPS coordinates are given in UTM zone 11 (continued). 
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Watershed Site Name Project Label Alias GPS coordinates Notes 
Pettit Pettit North Fork 1 PET NF1 N1 - at first trail crossing above conflux, moved 
from original location.  Not placed until 
29Jun03. 
Pettit Pettit Pond Outflow PETP OUT PPout 667222 4869773 below halfway pond, placed 18Jul03 
Pettit Pettit Inflow PET IN PLin 668902 4871839 - 
Pettit Pettit Outflow PET OUT PLout 671338 4872210 - 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 1 LEG1 - 657660 4848659 lake outflow 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 2 LEG2 - 657764 4849124 - 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 3 LEG3 - 657737 4849629 - 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 4 LEG4 - 657632 4850081 - 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 5 LEG5 - 657452 4850539 - 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 6 LEG6 - 657291 4850982 - 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 7 LEG7 - 657077 4853337 - 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 8 LEG8 - - poor gps reception, trail crossing just above 
conflux with Middle Fork Boise River 
Stanley Stanley Top ST AB Top 652181 4894363 - 
Stanley Stanley Bridal Veil Falls STAN BVF BVF 651660 4897309 Just below Bridal Veil Falls 
Stanley Stanley Inflow ST IN In 653093 4899851 ~1 mile above lake (straight line), near 
Alpine Way Trail crossing 
Stanley Stanley Outflow STAN OUT Out 657400 4902396 ~1 mile below lake, below marsh and dam 
Washington Washington Outflow 1 WLC1 - 690810 4877941 lake outflow 
Washington Washington Outflow 2 WLC2 - 691049 4877524 - 
Washington Washington Outflow 3 WLC3 - 690890 4877122 - 
Washington Washington Outflow 4 WLC4 - 690941 4876659 - 
Washington Washington Outflow 5 WLC5 - 691046 4876147 - 
Washington Washington Outflow 6 WLC6 - 691145 4875710 - 
Washington Washington Outflow 7 WLC7 - 691110 4874020 near trail crossing above conflux with 
Washington Creek 
Yellow Belly Toxaway Inflow South TOX INW ToxInS 662398 4868966 "warm" inflow, south 
Yellow Belly Toxaway Inflow North TOX INC ToxInN 662162 4869146 "cold" inflow, north 
Yellow Belly Toxaway Outflow TOX OUT ToxOut 663576 4869910 - 
Table A.1. Logger locations. GPS coordinates are given in UTM zone 11 (continued). 
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Watershed Site Name Project Label Alias GPS coordinates Notes 
Yellow Belly Farley Inflow FAR IN FarIn 665588 4871579 - 
Yellow Belly Farley Outflow FAR OUT FarOut 666215 4871888 2003 data is average of 2 loggers placed 
w/in ~200m of each other (73m straight-line) 
Yellow Belly - - FarOut1 666215 4871888 - 
Yellow Belly - - FarOut2 666238 4871957 - 
Yellow Belly McDonald Inflow MCD IN McDIn 669116 4873878 - 
Yellow Belly McDonald Outflow MCD OUT McDOut 669280 4873927 - 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Inflow YB IN YBIn 669616 4874289 - 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Outflow 1 YBOUT YBOut1 - replaces "YBOut" site from 2002, moved 
upstream 50m, now 20m from lake 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Outflow 2 YBOUT2 YBOut2 671290 4874241 2003 only, longitudinal outflow series 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Outflow 3 YBOUT3 YBOut3 671703 4874244 2003 only, longitudinal outflow series 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Outflow 4 YBOUT4 YBOut4 672065 4874065 2003 only, longitudinal outflow series 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Outflow 5 YBOUT5 YBOut5 672334 4873705 2003 only, longitudinal outflow series 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Outflow 6 YBOUT6 YBOut6 672719 4873452 2003 only, longitudinal outflow series 
      
Yellow Belly Farley Lake Chain - - 666020 4871686 deployed through ice 18May03 
Yellow Belly Toxaway Lake Chain - - 663254 4869665 deployed through ice 18May03 
 
Appendix B – Solar Pathfinder shading data 
Table B.1. Solar Pathfinder shading site locations. GPS coordinates are given in UTM zone 11. 
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Watershed Site GPS Date Notes 
Yellow Belly ToxInS1 663274 4868011 20Oct-03 200m above large pond headed to pass, no water in stream, Wayne 
Yellow Belly ToxInS2 662674 4868524 18Aug-03 outflow of small pond 
Yellow Belly ToxInS3 662659 4868545 20Oct-03 ~900m above ibutton just below 1st pond, Wayne 
Yellow Belly ToxInS4 662529 4868617 18Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly ToxInS5 662435 4868718 18Aug-03 above trail on rock 
Yellow Belly ToxInS6 662442 4868856 18Aug-03 at trail x-ing 
Yellow Belly ToxInS7 662414 4868914 20Oct-03 50m south of iButton, Wayne 
Yellow Belly ToxInS8 662359 4868959 18Aug-03 open area w/ logger 
Yellow Belly ToxInS2001 662398 4868966 23Jun-05 - 
Yellow Belly ToxInN1 661996 4868891 20Oct-03 ~30m below where stream leaves boulder field, ~300m above iButton 
Yellow Belly ToxInN2 662059 4868030 20Oct-03 ~200m above iButton, creek dry 
Yellow Belly ToxInN3 662164 4869142 18Aug-03 below trail, bioassay site, logger location 
Yellow Belly ToxOut2001 663576 4869910 23Jun-05 - 
Yellow Belly ToxOut1 663540 4869936 18Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly ToxOut2 663614 4869963 19Oct-03 - 
Yellow Belly ToxOut3 663647 4870005 18Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly BKOut1 664019 4870478 18Aug-03 below Bowknot 
Yellow Belly BKOut2 664637 4871083 18Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly BKOut3 664802 4871226 17Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly BKOut4 664912 4871360 17Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly BKOut5 664969 4871378 19Oct-03 - 
Yellow Belly BKOut6 665033 4871464 17Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly BKOut7 - 17Aug-03 above pond above Farley, below falls 
Yellow Belly FarlPond - 17Aug-03 at pond above Farley 
Yellow Belly FarlInDrip 665471 4871540 17Aug-03 longitudinal drip site 
Yellow Belly FarlIn 665618 4871657 17Aug-03 ~15m from lake 
Yellow Belly FarlIn2001 665588 4871579 23Jun-05 - 
Yellow Belly FarlOut2001 666215 4871888 23Jun-05 - 
Table B.1. Solar Pathfinder shading site locations. GPS coordinates are given in UTM zone 11 (continued). 
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Watershed Site GPS Date Notes 
Yellow Belly FarlOut1 666186 4871878 17Aug-03 ~50m from lake 
Yellow Belly FarlOut2 666236 4871942 17Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly FarlOut3 666254 4872038 17Aug-03 top of falls 
Yellow Belly FarlOut4 666272 4872209 18Aug-03 below falls 
Yellow Belly FarlOut5 667310 4872533 18Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly YBIn2001 669616 4874289 23Jun-05 - 
Yellow Belly YBOut2001 - 23Jun-05 - 
Yellow Belly YBOut1 - 20Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly YBOut1.5 - 20Aug-03 at yellow 225-m flag 
Yellow Belly YBOut2 671290 4874241 20Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly YBOut2.5 - 20Aug-03 in marsh area 
Yellow Belly YBOut3 671703 4874244 20Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly YBOut3.5 - 20Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly YBOut4 672065 4874065 20Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly YBOut4.5 - 20Aug-03 - 
Yellow Belly YBOut5 672334 4873705 20Aug-03 late summer flow is through boulders, actual shading MUCH greater 
Yellow Belly YBOut5.5 - 20Aug-03 flow through boulders, actual shading 95-100% except at high flows 
Yellow Belly YBOut6 672719 4873452 20Aug-03 flow is through cobbles, actual shading is greater for lower flows 
Pettit TwinLake 664012 4866992 20Oct-03 on isthmus between the 2 lakes, Wayne 
Pettit TwinOut1  - 28Jun-03 Jessie 
Pettit TwinOut2 664327 4867027 20Oct-03 ~200m below outfall of lower twin lake, flow 2-3L/s, Wayne 
Pettit TwinOut3 664662 4867137 20Oct-03 50m above AliceL inflow ibutton (missing), coordinate changing a lot, 
flow ~4L/s Wayne 
Pettit AliceIn  - 28Jun-03 Koren 
Pettit AliceLake 664745 4867043 20Oct-03 north shore, Wayne 
Pettit AliceOut1  - 29Jun-03 Koren 
Pettit AliceOut2 665576 4868277 20Oct-03 50m below Alice Lake outflow iButton, flow ~8L/s compare w/ 
discharge measurement, Wayne 
Pettit AliceOut3 666488 4869222 20Oct-03 75 m above North Fork1 iButton, flow ~30L/s, Wayne 
Pettit AliceOut4  - 29Jun-03 Pettit N1, Koren, at first trail crossing above conflux 
Pettit AliceOut5 666613 4869282 20Oct-03 50m downstream of NF1, Wayne and Barry 
Table B.1. Solar Pathfinder shading site locations. GPS coordinates are given in UTM zone 11 (continued). 
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Watershed Site GPS Date Notes 
Pettit PettitIn - 21Oct-03 ~250m above lake, heavy fir canopy, Wayne and Barry 
Pettit PetLake - - north shore 
Washington WL0.1 - 12Aug-03 on logs at immediate outflow 
Washington WL1 690810 4877941 5Aug-03 logger 1 
Washington WL1.1 - 12Aug-03 - 
Washington WL1.2 - 12Aug-03 - 
Washington WL1.3 - 12Aug-03 ~50m up from WLC2 
Washington WL2 691049 4877524 5Aug-03 logger 2, small tree shading 50% near channel 
Washington WL2.1 - 12Aug-03 in open meadow ~150m long, meadow starts at WLC2 
Washington WL2.2 - 12Aug-03 - 
Washington WL2.3 - 12Aug-03 ~30m up from WLC3 
Washington WL3 690890 4877122 5Aug-03 logger 3 
Washington WL3.1 - 12Aug-03 in gulch 
Washington WL3.2 - 12Aug-03 in gulch 
Washington WL4 690941 4876659 5Aug-03 logger 4 
Washington WL4.1 - 12Aug-03 - 
Washington WL4.2 - 12Aug-03 in gulch 
Washington WL5 691046 4876147 5Aug-03 logger 5 
Washington WL5.1 - 12Aug-03 in gulch, east side of gulch, broader at this point 
Washington WL5.2 - 12Aug-03 out of gulch, open meadow to east, same meadow as WLC6, ~90m 
up from WLC6 
Washington WL6 691145 4875710 5Aug-03 logger 6 
Leggit LG1 657660 4848659 13-14Sep-03 - 
Leggit LG2 657764 4849124 13-14Sep-03 - 
Leggit LG3 657737 4849629 13-14Sep-03 - 
Leggit LG4 657632 4850081 13-14Sep-03 - 
Leggit LG5 657452 4850539 13-14Sep-03 - 
Leggit LG6 657291 4850982 13-14Sep-03 - 
Leggit LG7 657077 4853337 13-14Sep-03 - 
Leggit LG8 - 13-14Sep-03 poor gps reception, trail crossing just above conflux with Middle Fork 
Boise River 
Table B.1. Solar Pathfinder shading site locations. GPS coordinates are given in UTM zone 11 (continued). 
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Watershed Site GPS Date Notes 
Bull Trout BTIN4km 638921 4902828 - - 
Bull Trout BTIN4km.1 - 21Aug-03 not enough satellites, 10min below BTIN4km 
Bull Trout BTIN4km.2 638923 4903984 21Aug-03 - 
Bull Trout BTIN4km.3 638936 4904609 21Aug-03 actual shading will be greater, esp. in late season due to overhanging 
willows and flow under-cut banks 
Bull Trout BTIF0 639071 4905363 - - 
Bull Trout BTIF2 - - - 
Bull Trout BTIF4 - - - 
Bull Trout BTOut1 - - - 
Bull Trout BTOut1.1 - - - 
Bull Trout BTOut2 638930 4907311 - - 
Bull Trout BTOut2.1 - - - 
Bull Trout BTOut3 - - 1000m, open meadow, wells nearby 
Bull Trout BTOut4 - - 1400m lowest ISCO, stream site OF8 
Bull Trout BTOut5 637887 4907459 - below lowest ISCO, before stream enters gulch, ~2km from lake 
Bull Trout BTOut6 637648 4907291 - 2.5km, stream has entered gulch 
Stanley StanIn2001 653093 4899851 23Jun-05 - 
Stanley StanOut2001 657400 4902396 23Jun-05 - 
 
 Table B.2. Solar Pathfinder shading measurements. Values shown as percent exposure to daily solar radiation. 
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Watershed Site Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Yellow Belly ToxInS1 - - - 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.87 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxInS2 - - - 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.79 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxInS3 - - - 0.44 0.63 0.65 0.64 0.48 0.42 0.15 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxInS4 - - - 0.61 0.71 0.67 0.71 0.57 0.47 0.31 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxInS5 - - - 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.95 0.91 0.89 0.82 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxInS6 - - - 0.85 0.91 0.89 0.90 0.86 0.84 0.73 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxInS7 - - - 0.79 0.84 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.79 0.75 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxInS8 - - - 0.93 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.93 0.91 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxInS2001 0.37 0.77 0.92 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.94 0.89 0.37 0.28 
Yellow Belly ToxInS2002 0.57 0.79 0.85 0.83 0.875 0.925 0.875 0.89 0.85 0.84 0.75 0.61 
Yellow Belly ToxInN1 - - - 0.80 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.79 0.74 0.66 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxInN2 - - - 0.74 0.81 0.90 0.87 0.76 0.70 0.67 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxInN3 - - - 0.37 0.46 0.48 0.45 0.37 0.35 0.24 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxOut2001 0.06 0.22 0.68 0.66 0.67 0.71 0.66 0.62 0.71 0.2 0.08 0 
Yellow Belly ToxOut2002 0.135 0.26 0.56 0.58 0.745 0.84 0.77 0.605 0.58 0.31 0.135 0.135 
Yellow Belly ToxOut1 - - - 0.42 0.47 0.51 0.50 0.43 0.41 0.48 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxOut2 - - - 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.84 0.71 - - 
Yellow Belly ToxOut3 - - - 0.72 0.73 0.81 0.78 0.68 0.69 0.47 - - 
Yellow Belly BKOut1 - - - 0.76 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.76 0.57 0.41 - - 
Yellow Belly BKOut2 - - - 0.87 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.79 - - 
Yellow Belly BKOut3 - - - 0.76 0.75 0.85 0.77 0.75 0.75 0.56 - - 
Yellow Belly BKOut4 - - - 0.88 0.88 0.91 0.90 0.87 0.82 0.81 - - 
Yellow Belly BKOut5 - - - 0.77 0.83 0.87 0.84 0.84 0.76 0.59 - - 
Yellow Belly BKOut6 - - - 0.72 0.74 0.69 0.72 0.73 0.68 0.35 - - 
Yellow Belly BKOut7 - - - 0.80 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.74 0.81 0.57 - - 
Yellow Belly FarlPond - - - 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.96 - - 
Yellow Belly FarlInDrip - - - 0.83 0.84 0.89 0.86 0.87 0.83 0.71 - - 
Yellow Belly FarlIn - - - 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.86 - - 
Yellow Belly FarlIn2001 0.44 0.54 0.74 0.62 0.71 0.81 0.79 0.64 0.78 0.6 0.44 0.44 
Yellow Belly FarlIn2002 0.385 0.77 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.76 0.45 0.29 
Yellow Belly FarlOut2001 0.31 0.29 0.36 0.49 0.47 0.61 0.58 0.49 0.28 0.28 0.3 0.29 
Table B.2. Solar Pathfinder shading measurements. Values shown as percent exposure to daily solar radiation (continued). 
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Watershed Site Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Yellow Belly FarlOut2002 0.12 0.23 0.36 0.48 0.56 0.64 0.61 0.56 0.4 0.28 0.17 0.11 
Yellow Belly FarlOut1 - - - 0.71 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.65 0.80 0.63 - - 
Yellow Belly FarlOut2 - - - 0.51 0.49 0.44 0.47 0.51 0.44 0.42 - - 
Yellow Belly FarlOut3 - - - 0.36 0.53 0.58 0.56 0.43 0.24 0.21 - - 
Yellow Belly FarlOut4 - - - 0.88 0.88 0.94 0.88 0.87 0.83 0.70 - - 
Yellow Belly FarlOut5 - - - 0.43 0.51 0.55 0.51 0.49 0.55 0.31 - - 
Yellow Belly McDIn2002 1 0.98 0.975 0.995 0.99 0.995 0.99 0.995 0.985 0.975 0.98 0.96 
Yellow Belly YBIn2001 0.12 0.21 0.29 0.48 0.545 0.68 0.68 0.54 0.445 0.245 0.165 0.04 
Yellow Belly YBOut2001 0.02 0.26 0.265 0.33 0.37 0.34 0.33 0.3 0.3 0.28 0.095 0 
Yellow Belly YBOut1 - - - 0.62 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.63 0.46 0.34 - - 
Yellow Belly YBOut1.5 - - - 0.68 0.73 0.80 0.76 0.68 0.60 0.36 - - 
Yellow Belly YBOut2 - - - 0.91 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.90 0.90 - - 
Yellow Belly YBOut2.5 - - - 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.98 - - 
Yellow Belly YBOut3 - - - 0.97 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.95 0.97 0.99 - - 
Yellow Belly YBOut3.5 - - - 0.81 0.90 0.92 0.90 0.88 0.72 0.72 - - 
Yellow Belly YBOut4 - - - 0.72 0.78 0.83 0.80 0.80 0.48 0.36 - - 
Yellow Belly YBOut4.5 - - - 0.72 0.84 0.88 0.89 0.82 0.74 0.66 - - 
Yellow Belly YBOut5 - - - 0.78 0.76 0.92 0.88 0.75 0.76 0.73 - - 
Yellow Belly YBOut5.5 - - - 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.99 - - 
Yellow Belly YBOut6 - - - 0.83 0.90 0.93 0.94 0.81 0.89 0.74 - - 
Pettit TwinLake - - - 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.96 - - 
Pettit TwinOut1 - - - 0.70 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.66 0.70 0.61 - - 
Pettit TwinOut2 - - - 0.61 0.56 0.63 0.60 0.60 0.48 0.35 - - 
Pettit TwinOut3 - - - 0.63 0.59 0.58 0.58 0.62 0.69 0.63 - - 
Pettit AliceIn - - - 0.11 0.21 0.28 0.25 0.13 0.04 0.00 - - 
Pettit AliceLake - - - 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.95 - - 
Pettit AliceOut1 - - - 0.57 0.67 0.73 0.73 0.59 0.49 0.35 - - 
Pettit AliceOut2 - - - 0.59 0.64 0.81 0.70 0.62 0.54 0.51 - - 
Pettit AliceOut3 - - - 0.61 0.78 0.80 0.78 0.69 0.66 0.52 - - 
Pettit AliceOut4 - - - 0.94 0.88 0.92 0.89 0.92 0.88 0.74 - - 
Pettit AliceOut5 - - - 0.82 0.71 0.68 0.70 0.82 0.76 0.56 - - 
Table B.2. Solar Pathfinder shading measurements. Values shown as percent exposure to daily solar radiation (continued). 
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Watershed Site Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Pettit PettitIn - - - 0.15 0.23 0.31 0.27 0.17 0.15 0.05 - - 
Pettit PetLake - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - 
Washington WL0.1 0.41 0.59 0.49 0.54 0.46 0.435 0.45 0.51 0.52 0.56 0.44 0.4 
Washington WL1 0.505 0.43 0.55 0.47 0.5 0.5 0.485 0.425 0.465 0.44 0.475 0.52 
Washington WL1.1 0.31 0.42 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.44 0.47 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.37 0.33 
Washington WL1.2 0.29 0.37 0.54 0.75 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.72 0.7 0.41 0.28 0.26 
Washington WL1.3 0.28 0.31 0.48 0.52 0.53 0.67 0.61 0.49 0.52 0.42 0.3 0.23 
Washington WL2 0.795 0.695 0.82 0.81 0.87 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.8 0.77 0.715 0.775 
Washington WL2.1 0.84 0.77 0.8 0.81 0.74 0.75 0.77 0.82 0.81 0.76 0.81 0.84 
Washington WL2.2 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.1 0.27 0.35 0.31 0.14 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.07 
Washington WL2.3 0.89 0.88 0.89 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.9 0.92 0.93 0.89 
Washington WL3 0.67 0.79 0.87 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.88 0.81 0.68 0.65 
Washington WL3.1 0.12 0.26 0.32 0.25 0.37 0.34 0.35 0.33 0.25 0.24 0.14 0.09 
Washington WL3.2 0.35 0.39 0.52 0.56 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.54 0.62 0.46 0.29 0.29 
Washington WL4 0.1 0.17 0.16 0.25 0.27 0.34 0.3 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.11 0.09 
Washington WL4.1 0.55 0.62 0.66 0.585 0.47 0.45 0.46 0.53 0.66 0.64 0.56 0.6 
Washington WL4.2 0.37 0.44 0.41 0.36 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.31 0.39 0.42 0.37 0.37 
Leggit LG1 0.39 0.38 0.42 0.57 0.43 0.42 0.42 0.49 0.47 0.33 0.38 0.32 
Leggit LG2 0.50 0.64 0.79 0.84 0.85 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.83 0.70 0.51 0.46 
Leggit LG3 0.61 0.67 0.76 0.79 0.80 0.84 0.81 0.78 0.80 0.72 0.63 0.55 
Leggit LG4 0.00 0.18 0.36 0.38 0.54 0.73 0.68 0.40 0.39 0.24 0.00 0.00 
Leggit LG5 0.32 0.52 0.70 0.80 0.82 0.85 0.83 0.82 0.75 0.66 0.35 0.27 
Leggit LG6 0.10 0.16 0.25 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.26 0.20 0.14 0.22 0.11 0.08 
Leggit LG7 0.40 0.52 0.67 0.59 0.74 0.72 0.75 0.67 0.69 0.55 0.42 0.24 
Leggit LG8 0.11 0.07 0.23 0.40 0.62 0.56 0.66 0.44 0.43 0.11 0.12 0.11 
Bull Trout BTIN4km - - - 0.26 0.39 0.41 0.39 0.33 0.21 0.17 - - 
Bull Trout BTIN4km.1 - - - 0.63 0.61 0.65 0.66 1.78 0.73 0.7 - - 
Bull Trout BTIN4km.2 - - - 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.32 0.31 0.34 0.18 - - 
Bull Trout BTIN4km.3 - - - 0.34 0.52 0.56 0.55 0.39 0.26 0.17 - - 
Bull Trout BTIF0 - - - 0.39 0.4 0.38 0.4 0.4 0.34 0.31 - - 
Bull Trout BTIF2 - - - 0.52 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.58 0.6 0.39 - - 
Table B.2. Solar Pathfinder shading measurements. Values shown as percent exposure to daily solar radiation (continued). 
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Watershed Site Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Bull Trout BTIF4 - - - 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.95 - - 
Bull Trout BTOut1 - - - 0.94 0.995 0.995 0.995 0.95 0.79 0.7 - - 
Bull Trout BTOut1.1 - - - 0.96 0.985 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.94 - - 
Bull Trout BTOut2 - - - 0.57 0.63 0.58 0.61 0.58 0.59 0.61 - - 
Bull Trout BTOut2.1 - - - 0.985 0.98 0.99 0.985 0.97 0.96 0.83 - - 
Bull Trout BTOut3 - - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - 
Bull Trout BTOut4 - - - 1 0.995 0.995 0.995 1 1 0.995 - - 
Bull Trout BTOut5 - - - 0.94 0.91 0.9 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.96 - - 
Bull Trout BTOut6 - - - 0.66 0.48 0.65 0.6 0.64 0.58 0.46 - - 
Stanley StanIn2001 0.1 0.18 0.345 0.3 0.32 0.3 0.31 0.3 0.34 0.275 0.09 0.09 
Stanley StanOut2001 0 0.045 0.36 0.44 0.32 0.345 0.345 0.42 0.365 0.05 0 0 
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Appendix C – Landscape characteristics 
Table C.1.  Landscape characteristics: shading data. Values shown as percent exposure to solar radiation. 
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Watershed Site Name 
15-21 
June 
20-26 
July 
24-30 
August 
7-13 
September 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 4km 0.41 0.39 0.33 0.21 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 2km 0.38 0.4 0.4 0.34 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.96 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Outflow 6 0.65 0.6 0.64 0.58 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 6 0.29 0.26 0.2 0.14 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 8 0.555 0.655 0.44 0.43 
Washington Washington Outflow 6 0.76 0.71 0.7 0.65 
Washington Washington Outflow 7 . . . . 
Yellow Belly Toxaway Inflow South 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.93 
Yellow Belly Toxaway Inflow North 0.48 0.45 0.37 0.35 
Yellow Belly Farley Inflow 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Yellow Belly McDonald Inflow 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Inflow 0.68 0.68 0.54 0.45 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Outflow 5 0.93 0.87 0.75 0.775 
Fish Hook Fishhook Creek 3 . . . . 
Fish Hook Fishhook Creek 2 . . . . 
Fish Hook Fishhook Creek 1 . . . . 
Pettit Pettit South Fork Middle . . . . 
Pettit Pettit South Fork Bottom . . . . 
Pettit Alice Inflow 0.28 0.25 0.13 0.04 
Pettit Pettit North Fork 1 0.86 0.835 0.805 0.77 
Pettit Pettit Inflow 0.31 0.27 0.17 0.15 
Stanley Stanley Top . . . . 
Stanley Stanley Bridal Veil Falls . . . . 
Stanley Stanley Inflow 0.30 0.31 0.30 0.34 
Stanley Stanley Outflow 0.35 0.35 0.42 0.37 
 
 Table C.2. Landscape characteristics: subbasin characteristics. 
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Watershed Site Name 
Total basin 
area (m
2
) 
Site 
elevation 
(m) 
Mean 
basin 
elevation 
(m) 
Upstream 
lake area 
(m
2
) 
Upstream 
water area 
(m
2
) 
Percent 
lake 
area 
Upstream 
volume 
(m
3
) 
Distance 
to 
nearest 
lake (m) 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 4km 2,785,600 2,186 2,365 0 1,796 0.00 162 None 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 2km 8,973,100 2,123 2,319 0 8,238 0.00 741 None 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 10,837,400 2,114 2,306 0 13,850 0.00 1,246 None 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Outflow 6 14,878,600 2,095 2,260 402,500 428,109 2.71 1,540,756 2,714 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 6 4,496,700 2,144 2,569 72,800 76,760 1.62 329,097 2,475 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 8 14,522,400 1,726 2,420 80,200 106,802 0.55 340,103 6,637 
Washington Washington Outflow 6 4,692,500 2,648 2,902 88,700 96,493 1.89 347,867 1,948 
Washington Washington Outflow 7 6,123,300 2,456 2,855 88,700 103,885 1.45 348,533 3,945 
Yellow Belly Toxaway Inflow South 1,953,100 2,538 2,833 31,500 34,221 1.61 64,108 672 
Yellow Belly Toxaway Inflow North 442,900 2,538 2,694 0 0 0.00 0 None 
Yellow Belly Farley Inflow 15,016,800 2,363 2,706 639,900 677,371 4.26 6,302,982 320 
Yellow Belly McDonald Inflow 26,174,800 2,165 2,620 830,300 896,506 3.17 5,738,353 NoData 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Inflow 27,733,700 2,158 2,598 639,900 956,906 2.31 5,958,631 810 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Outflow 5 32,813,900 2,124 2,532 1,670,600 1,756,936 5.09 16,361,992 2,609 
Fish Hook Fishhook Creek 3 14,897,000 2,109 2,653 133,200 178,706 0.89 273,735 2,592 
Fish Hook Fishhook Creek 2 24,929,700 2,074 2,588 217,000 293,705 0.87 476,497 NoData 
Fish Hook Fishhook Creek 1 28,634,600 2,015 2,527 217,000 312,568 0.76 481,590 NoData 
Pettit Pettit South Fork Middle 5,061,800 2,437 2,744 24,700 45,435 0.49 40,268 2,731 
Pettit Pettit South Fork Bottom 8,576,000 2,289 2,702 24,700 59,744 0.29 44,131 4,562 
Pettit Alice Inflow 2,046,400 2,624 2,817 209,900 211,045 10.26 1,166,270 716 
Pettit Pettit North Fork 1 8,086,100 2,431 2,754 563,100 581,517 7.67 2,874,890 1,431 
Pettit Pettit Inflow 20,415,200 2,134 2,684 596,700 698,962 2.92 2,964,591 3,186 
Stanley Stanley Top 5,625,000 2,270 2,557 67,900 86,221 1.21 121,455 1,060 
Stanley Stanley Bridal Veil Falls 17,518,100 2,088 2,480 213,300 276,960 1.22 612,256 965 
Stanley Stanley Inflow 25,582,700 1,998 2,422 231,300 352,317 0.90 671,803 NoData 
Stanley Stanley Outflow 45,553,400 1,967 2,310 961,000 1,147,180 2.11 12,375,086 2,755 
 
 Table C.3. Landscape characteristics: mean temperatures and daily ranges. 
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  Temperature (°C) Daily Range (°C) 
Watershed Site Name June July August September June July August September 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 4km 3.3 6.7 6.9 5.6 4.4 4.2 5.1 3.7 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 2km 4.7 6.4 6.5 5.3 5.9 5.0 5.1 3.2 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Inflow 5.2 7.5 7.2 5.6 4.8 4.4 6.5 4.1 
Bull Trout Bull Trout Outflow 6 12.5 16.4 14.4 10.4 6.4 5.9 5.9 3.8 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 6 - 10.4 9.0 6.9 - 2.9 2.6 2.1 
Leggit Leggit Outflow 8 - 8.5 7.9 6.3 - 2.6 2.2 1.9 
Washington Washington Outflow 6 - 11.5 8.5 5.6 - 6.1 6.7 5.1 
Washington Washington Outflow 7 - 11.3 8.6 5.5 - 4.5 3.6 2.8 
Yellow Belly Toxaway Inflow South 1.3 11.3 11.2 7.1 1.9 4.6 7.9 6.0 
Yellow Belly Toxaway Inflow North - 3.4 5.7 5.1 - 4.4 9.0 6.3 
Yellow Belly Farley Inflow 6.0 15.4 11.3 7.8 7.5 4.1 4.9 3.5 
Yellow Belly McDonald Inflow 7.5 15.3 12.7 9.8 3.1 4.5 5.0 3.4 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Inflow 9.5 17.0 15.0 11.4 4.4 4.3 4.4 3.8 
Yellow Belly Yellow Belly Outflow 5 14.4 19.9 16.8 13.1 4.7 6.9 8.1 6.0 
Fish Hook Fishhook Creek 3 - 9.7 8.7 6.4 - 3.0 2.5 1.9 
Fish Hook Fishhook Creek 2 - 10.2 8.6 6.4 - 3.5 3.8 2.8 
Fish Hook Fishhook Creek 1 6.7 - 10.2 7.8 5.1 - 5.3 3.9 
Pettit Pettit South Fork Middle - 9.5 8.2 5.6 - 6.4 5.6 4.3 
Pettit Pettit South Fork Bottom - 9.9 8.3 5.7 - 5.2 4.5 2.9 
Pettit Alice Inflow - 15.7 12.5 7.7 - 5.3 7.1 3.9 
Pettit Pettit North Fork 1 - 16.1 12.0 8.3 - 3.5 4.3 3.1 
Pettit Pettit Inflow 5.2 13.3 10.2 7.4 3.6 2.6 2.2 1.6 
Stanley Stanley Top 3.2 14.0 11.6 8.2 2.1 3.6 3.9 2.5 
Stanley Stanley Bridal Veil Falls 3.4 11.0 9.5 7.1 2.6 3.9 4.4 3.0 
Stanley Stanley Inflow 3.8 11.5 9.7 7.1 3.6 5.1 5.7 3.5 
Stanley Stanley Outflow 11.2 19.7 16.7 12.8 4.0 5.3 6.2 5.4 
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Appendix D – Lake bathymetry measurements  
Table D.1. Lake bathymetry data. GPS coordinates are given in UTM zone 11. Depths are in meters. 
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GPS Depth 
Twin North  
664074 4867098 0 
664039 4867121 5.6 
663999 4867151 10 
663967 4867177 10 
663915 4867216 11.5 
663882 4867243 12 
663850 4867269 11 
663818 4867296 3.5 
663783 4867322 3.3 
663752 4867354 5 
663734 4867377 0 
663734 4867344 4.6 
663728 4867309 1.9 
663719 4867302 0 
663709 4867271 4.4 
663684 4867253 5.1 
663666 4867240 0 
663696 4867243 3.8 
663726 4867253 7.8 
663756 4867268 10 
663783 4867277 7.8 
663805 4867284 4.6 
663828 4867291 3.8 
663850 4867297 3.8 
663871 4867301 4.6 
663899 4867306 5 
663924 4867316 4.5 
663953 4867333 6.8 
663987 4867345 5.6 
664020 4867359 0 
664008 4867346 2.5 
663977 4867318 8.7 
663949 4867287 11.5 
663920 4867254 11 
663895 4867220 12 
663864 4867188 12.5 
663833 4867156 11 
663805 4867122 3.4 
663780 4867092 2 
663772 4867083 0 
663799 4867094 2.4 
663827 4867110 3.3 
663862 4867123 4.5 
663888 4867136 8.2 
GPS Depth 
663917 4867145 10.5 
663943 4867150 10.5 
663965 4867154 10.5 
663992 4867164 10.5 
664021 4867175 9.2 
664052 4867183 9 
664088 4867193 8.3 
664123 4867201 5 
664151 4867205 2.7 
664169 4867202 0 
Twin South  
664121 4867076 2.9 
664107 4867040 4.2 
664093 4867004 4.3 
664078 4866968 1.5 
664071 4866952 0 
664052 4866924 1.8 
664035 4866882 2.2 
664020 4866848 3.5 
664001 4866816 3.1 
663986 4866801 0 
664016 4866819 3.7 
664050 4866835 3.5 
664081 4866845 3.6 
664115 4866858 3.8 
664148 4866867 1.8 
664175 4866874 0 
664162 4866839 0 
664142 4866802 4.2 
664128 4866764 9.7 
664111 4866728 10.5 
664096 4866698 3.9 
664090 4866689 0 
664131 4866699 0 
664160 4866714 11 
664185 4866737 12 
664205 4866759 10.5 
664229 4866785 6.7 
664256 4866807 4.8 
664283 4866826 3 
664296 4866834 0 
664286 4866788 1.9 
664279 4866732 0 
664256 4866714 4.1 
664241 4866684 5.8 
GPS Depth 
664228 4866653 6.1 
664203 4866626 0 
664261 4866618 0 
664235 4866648 4.8 
664203 4866679 8.1 
664176 4866711 12 
664146 4866744 11 
664122 4866784 10 
664091 4866819 3.8 
664057 4866861 3.5 
664039 4866903 1.9 
664025 4866940 2.3 
664016 4866976 4.2 
664013 4866992 0 
Alice  
665318 4867376 0.0 
665295 4867414 8.7 
665245 4867439 9.2 
665255 4867467 10.0 
665238 4867498 11.5 
665217 4867527 14.0 
665201 4867559 22.0 
665188 4867591 8.0 
665184 4867621 1.5 
665184 4867630 0.0 
665211 4867617 2.5 
665242 4867605 4.0 
665273 4867594 4.7 
665302 4867581 2.6 
665336 4867572 0.0 
665317 4867595 1.2 
665305 4867617 3.3 
665297 4867637 0.0 
665312 4867646 3.2 
665301 4867617 3.1 
665285 4867587 4.3 
665267 4867556 12.0 
665247 4867523 14.0 
665223 4867490 11.5 
665202 4867458 12.0 
665180 4867426 9.7 
665159 4867396 11.0 
665138 4867369 14.5 
665113 4867338 12.0 
665088 4867304 15.0 
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Table D.1. Lake bathymetry data. GPS coordinates are given in UTM zone 11. Depths are in meters. 
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GPS Depth 
Alice (continued) 
665069 4867268 16.0 
665048 4867238 12.5 
665029 4867211 7.0 
665012 4867186 3.4 
664997 4867164 1.9 
664992 4867155 0.0 
664969 4867155 0.0 
664961 4867154 2.5 
664948 4867154 0.0 
664966 4867121 0.0 
664954 4867091 4.8 
664935 4867063 5.1 
664912 4867029 3.0 
664884 4866988 7.0 
664859 4866947 7.2 
664833 4866910 7.5 
664807 4866871 6.8 
664774 4866830 3.5 
664741 4866789 2.1 
664708 4866753 4.1 
664681 4866730 1.3 
664717 4866705 0.0 
664714 4866737 2.1 
664715 4866771 6.0 
664715 4866805 6.3 
664715 4866838 4.5 
664714 4866870 8.0 
664712 4866913 5.2 
664709 4866987 6.3 
664696 4867010 0.0 
664728 4866990 6.3 
664751 4866957 7.3 
664777 4866922 3.0 
664858 4866906 9.2 
664800 4866874 6.0 
664828 4866862 6.5 
664859 4866834 2.6 
664894 4866810 3.7 
664932 4866792 0.0 
664914 4866817 3.2 
664900 4866852 5.0 
664879 4866882 9.0 
664835 4866919 7.1 
664824 4866951 10.0 
664915 4866988 10.0 
664812 4867023 10.0 
664816 4867061 9.0 
GPS Depth 
664816 4867099 8.3 
664815 4867136 11.0 
664816 4867163 11.5 
664812 4867196 8.1 
664809 4867222 0.0 
664836 4867173 8.2 
664851 4867127 8.2 
664869 4867073 4.1 
664886 4867033 6.1 
664910 4866988 7.0 
664936 4866949 2.0 
664961 4866912 3.6 
664985 4866886 1.2 
664999 4866877 0.0 
664972 4866979 0.0 
665003 4867005 3.8 
665042 4867010 0.0 
665036 4867032 3.2 
665020 4867045 0.0 
665012 4867057 2.3 
665000 4867063 0.0 
665001 4867086 0.0 
664996 4867095 2.6 
664971 4867112 0.0 
664960 4867110 3.1 
664992 4867155 0.0 
665022 4867149 0.0 
665020 4867131 0.0 
665022 4867115 4.0 
665020 4867100 0.0 
665032 4867088 2.3 
665042 4867071 0.0 
665064 4867065 3.9 
665091 4867064 0.0 
665076 4867099 5.6 
665062 4867119 5.5 
665056 4867147 6.6 
665049 4867179 8.2 
665041 4867212 9.0 
665028 4867243 8.1 
665019 4867268 3.9 
665018 4867003 5.5 
665012 4867335 5.0 
664989 4867371 0.0 
665020 4867353 0.0 
665062 4867319 5.3 
665104 4867285 16.0 
665141 4867250 14.5 
GPS Depth 
665177 4867215 11.0 
665209 4867183 6.7 
665246 4867164 4.3 
665280 4867145 0.0 
665262 4867185 4.6 
665243 4867212 7.3 
665226 4867242 10.5 
665205 4867274 10.5 
665190 4867306 1.9 
665174 4867326 10.0 
665157 4867339 12.5 
665144 4867363 14.0 
665120 4867388 14.0 
665103 4867413 7.0 
665098 4867437 3.9 
665087 4867465 6.1 
665081 4867491 0.0 
665115 4867470 7.2 
665147 4867437 12.0 
665182 4867409 9.5 
665222 4867392 9.2 
665258 4867378 6.8 
665287 4867371 4.3 
Toxaway  
662676 4869659 0 
662745 4869668 8.7 
662791 4869655 10 
662811 4869639 13 
662827 4869613 17 
662841 4869576 15.5 
662853 4869537 5.3 
662853 4869494 6.7 
662851 4869459 5.6 
662847 4869429 0 
662867 4869522 0 
662854 4869561 10 
662852 4869610 18.5 
662854 4869656 21 
662858 4869720 19.5 
662857 4869781 16 
662857 4869833 6.3 
662860 4869877 0 
662935 4869854 0 
662951 4869817 11 
662960 4869785 22 
662976 4869755 25 
662992 4869733 27 
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GPS Depth 
Toxaway (continued) 
663007 4869708 26 
663016 4869658 18 
663019 4869614 16 
663016 4869565 15.5 
663017 4869517 13.5 
663018 4869479 8.2 
663018 4869436 5.3 
663018 4869389 0 
663108 4869535 0 
663066 4869645 0 
663076 4869680 0 
663074 4869748 11 
663080 4869801 12.5 
663094 4869836 16 
663100 4869859 10.5 
663106 4869879 0 
663207 4869810 0 
663256 4869812 0 
663300 4869640 24 
663290 4869625 33 
663255 4869615 42 
663222 4869608 34 
663188 4869604 17 
663158 4869601 8.3 
663123 4869599 2.1 
663096 4869600 0 
663073 4869591 8.2 
663038 4869580 11.5 
663004 4869571 21 
662969 4869566 20 
662930 4869555 7.7 
662898 4869548 3.1 
662872 4869544 0 
662846 4869548 7.6 
662810 4869547 8.7 
662781 4869547 6.2 
662751 4869544 0 
662734 4869539 0 
662710 4869530 4 
662684 4869508 7.6 
662660 4869488 14 
662640 4869463 15.5 
662623 4869451 16 
662601 4869438 14 
662584 4869413 12.5 
662567 4869392 11.5 
662542 4869379 15 
GPS Depth 
662524 4869376 16.5 
662510 4869375 16.5 
662488 4869372 17.5 
662457 4869372 16.5 
662427 4869364 17 
662393 4869350 15 
662350 4869344 13 
662313 4869333 11.5 
662274 4869314 6.1 
662245 4869298 0 
662262 4869264 4.2 
662275 4869240 5.7 
662269 4869198 0 
662298 4869208 4.3 
662344 4869209 10 
662382 4869190 15.5 
662426 4869177 0 
662400 4869172 7 
662354 4869141 7.8 
662327 4869120 3.3 
662335 4869082 1.4 
662345 4869082 0 
662336 4869045 0.6 
662347 4869024 0 
662303 4869103 2.4 
662310 4869142 4 
662322 4869160 5.6 
662518 4869189 5.8 
662539 4869189 0 
662509 4869209 10 
662476 4869229 13.5 
662434 4869249 15.5 
662395 4869277 17 
662354 4869304 12.5 
662316 4869319 12.5 
662285 4869336 3.5 
662274 4869364 0 
662339 4869435 0 
662388 4869426 8.3 
662434 4869407 13 
662496 4869391 12 
662547 4869371 14.5 
662593 4869343 12 
662622 4869306 10 
662640 4869293 8.8 
662661 4869289 0 
662656 4869313 9 
662629 4869350 11 
GPS Depth 
662596 4869400 13.5 
662565 4869456 6.2 
662537 4869503 11.5 
662496 4869531 11.5 
662465 4869558 6.8 
662439 4869588 3 
662425 4869604 0 
662520 4869597 6.3 
662540 4869586 10 
662621 4869571 10 
662680 4869546 5.8 
662715 4869535 4.6 
662718 4869564 4.3 
662706 4869603 4.1 
662689 4869638 6.2 
Farley  
665627 4871662 0 
665627 4871679 0 
665637 4871677 4.5 
665655 4871663 0 
665671 4871701 0 
665689 4871691 2.8 
665706 4871671 0 
665720 4871647 0.7 
665729 4871618 1.6 
665746 4871590 3.1 
665762 4871566 6.7 
665776 4871542 7.8 
665785 4871520 7.6 
665798 4871493 2.8 
665805 4871484 0 
665772 4871476 0 
665751 4871503 6.5 
665724 4871544 6 
665700 4871583 0 
665677 4871559 0 
665651 4871593 0 
665657 4871582 2.9 
665667 4871559 3.3 
665694 4871529 6 
665717 4871497 6.5 
665737 4871472 1.8 
665738 4871466 0 
665715 4871451 0 
665698 4871478 6.1 
665680 4871511 6 
665660 4871542 3.4 
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Table D.1. Lake bathymetry data. GPS coordinates are given in UTM zone 11. Depths are in meters. 
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7 
GPS Depth 
Farley (continued) 
665646 4871559 0 
665631 4871527 0 
665648 4871502 4.5 
665664 4871468 5.6 
665673 4871448 4 
665678 4871437 0 
665653 4871424 0 
665610 4871434 0 
665630 4871458 3 
665624 4871484 0 
665712 4871755 0 
665737 4871769 0 
665747 4871733 3.4 
665765 4871702 2.5 
665795 4871678 3.6 
665796 4871651 5.6 
665796 4871630 7 
665804 4871621 7.5 
665808 4871614 7.7 
665814 4871593 8.2 
665819 4871571 8.5 
665826 4871537 8.2 
665831 4871513 2.3 
665835 4871505 0 
665880 4871508 0 
665948 4871472 0 
665929 4871509 2.2 
665913 4871550 1.9 
665899 4871578 0 
665885 4871607 0 
665869 4871648 2.9 
665847 4871692 0 
665859 4871739 0 
665881 4871718 11.5 
665907 4871702 7.6 
665927 4871683 0 
665917 4871664 3.1 
665914 4871635 0 
665920 4871625 0 
665938 4871597 8 
665961 4871565 6.1 
665977 4871542 4.6 
665983 4871514 0 
666023 4871563 0 
666009 4871594 8.6 
665992 4871628 12.5 
665978 4871666 9.7 
GPS Depth 
665953 4871700 6.2 
665931 4871730 11 
665910 4871764 11.5 
665886 4871787 0 
665906 4871832 0 
665937 4871812 10 
665965 4871800 8 
665988 4871772 2.8 
666005 4871734 14.5 
666017 4871698 19.5 
666036 4871652 10.5 
666057 4871626 4.8 
666065 4871616 0 
666094 4871646 0 
666072 4871675 6.3 
666053 4871717 19.5 
666043 4871749 16 
666034 4871780 7.3 
666021 4871816 4.8 
665999 4871847 0 
666062 4871795 0 
666086 4871757 10.5 
666103 4871732 10.5 
666115 4871709 8.1 
666125 4871680 6.7 
666141 4871645 0 
666138 4871692 6 
666136 4871734 2.8 
666141 4871776 5 
666117 4871818 0 
Bull Trout  
639101 4906569 0.25 
639148 4906629 0.7 
639238 4906679 0.8 
639304 4906765 1 
639275 4906837 0.4 
639372 4906763 1.2 
639397 4906733 1.9 
639453 4906682 1.6 
639481 4906666 0.1 
639461 4906643 2.3 
639447 4906631 4.8 
639381 4906590 8.1 
639371 4906616 5.6 
639292 4906546 7.8 
639249 4906508 5.3 
639217 4906490 2 
GPS Depth 
639198 4906477 1.3 
639148 4906451 1.3 
639126 4906448 0.2 
639141 4906435 1.4 
639194 4906411 2.6 
639248 4906382 8.5 
639288 4906361 12.5 
639352 4906353 15 
639485 4906324 11.5 
639526 4906324 7.2 
639538 4906324 2.5 
639546 4906325 0.2 
639553 4906247 7.8 
639561 4906194 7.1 
639566 4906135 2.1 
639568 4906116 0.1 
639538 4906130 2.5 
639506 4906162 10 
639493 4906173 0.1 
639480 4906176 7.8 
639426 4906166 5.7 
639391 4906158 2 
639340 4906150 0.1 
639319 4906190 3 
639285 4906234 5.2 
639238 4906263 0 
639266 4906276 6.5 
639224 4906296 1.1 
639199 4906322 1.6 
639204 4906390 2.4 
639268 4906392 9.2 
639365 4906387 15 
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Appendix E – SNTEMP input files 
 
Program files are displayed in wide format with a fixed character-width font in order to correctly display character spacing which is a critical program 
element. 
 
Calibration Files 
 
filename: bt1hdr.txt 
HYDROLOGY NODE FILE: BT Outflow Learning Trial 
BTOUT           ST S6F  2.81    1-IMMEDIATE OUTFLOW 
BTOUT           VT   F  0.10    6-IN GULCH 
BTOUT           EF   F  0.0     END DUMMY POINT 
 
 
filename: bt1hyd.txt 
HYDROLOGY DATA FILE: BT outflow learning trial 
 
BTOUT           ST S6F  2.81    1-IMMEDIATE OUTFLOW 
 2003       5AUG   0.205   18.48 
            6AUG   0.201   18.44 
            7AUG   0.187   18.79 
            8AUG   0.182   18.21 
            9AUG   0.174   18.31 
           10AUG   0.164   18.63 
           11AUG   0.155   18.44 
           12AUG   0.152   18.50 
           13AUG   0.144   18.88 
           14AUG   0.142   18.54 
           15AUG   0.148   18.02 
           16AUG   0.146   18.31 
           17AUG   0.148   16.94 
           18AUG   0.142   17.00 
           19AUG   0.133   17.92 
           20AUG   0.120   18.98 
           21AUG   0.131   17.00 
           22AUG   0.167   15.81 
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           23AUG   0.249   16.50 
           24AUG   0.218   17.40 
           25AUG   0.191   17.29 
 
BTOUT           VT   F  0.10    6-IN GULCH 
 2003       5AUG   0.238   15.56 
            6AUG   0.231   15.63 
            7AUG   0.225   15.83 
            8AUG   0.218   15.29 
            9AUG   0.209   15.31 
           10AUG   0.207   15.46 
           11AUG   0.200   15.37 
           12AUG   0.197   15.24 
           13AUG   0.197   15.69 
           14AUG   0.197   15.59 
           15AUG   0.193   15.07 
           16AUG   0.195   15.65 
           17AUG   0.186   14.31 
           18AUG   0.186   14.36 
           19AUG   0.186   14.73 
           20AUG   0.186   15.64 
           21AUG   0.180   13.40 
           22AUG   0.215   13.15 
           23AUG   0.268   13.89 
           24AUG   0.244   14.99 
           25AUG   0.227   14.87 
 
BTOUT           EF   F  0.0     END DUMMY POINT 
 2003       5AUG   0.238   15.56 
            6AUG   0.231   15.63 
            7AUG   0.225   15.83 
            8AUG   0.218   15.29 
            9AUG   0.209   15.31 
           10AUG   0.207   15.46 
           11AUG   0.200   15.37 
           12AUG   0.197   15.24 
  
6
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           13AUG   0.197   15.69 
           14AUG   0.197   15.59 
           15AUG   0.193   15.07 
           16AUG   0.195   15.65 
           17AUG   0.186   14.31 
           18AUG   0.186   14.36 
           19AUG   0.186   14.73 
           20AUG   0.186   15.64 
           21AUG   0.180   13.40 
           22AUG   0.215   13.15 
           23AUG   0.268   13.89 
           24AUG   0.244   14.99 
           25AUG   0.227   14.87 
 
filename: bt1job.txt 
JOB CONTROL FILE: BT Outflow Finished Basemodel                                  
Bowen = 0.005, Solar Multiplyer = 0.818                                          
TFFFFFFFFFFFT"FFFFFF                                   FFFFFFTFFFFFFFFFFTFTFFFFT 
      1.      0.      0.     21.      0.      7.      3.      2.      8.      0. 
      0.      5.      0.      1.      0.      0.      0.      0.      0.      0. 
      0.      0.      1.      0.      1.      1.      1.      1.     21.      0. 
    0.00  0.0000    0.00  0.0050    0.00  0.0000    0.00  0.0000    0.00  0.0000 
    0.00  1.0000    0.00  1.0000    0.00  1.0000    0.00  1.0000    0.00  0.8180 
    0.00  0.0000    0.00  0.0000    0.00  0.0000    0.00  0.0000    0.00  0.0000 
bt1tme.txt      bt1met.txt      dummy           bt1str.txt      bt1std.txt       
bt1hdr.txt      bt1hyd.txt      dummy                                            
BTOUT                0.0     2.7 
 STR. NAME #   2     0.0     0.0 
 STR. NAME #   3     0.0     0.0 
 STR. NAME #   4     0.0     0.0 
 STR. NAME #   5     0.0     0.0 
 STR. NAME #   6     0.0     0.0 
 STR. NAME #   7     0.0     0.0 
 STR. NAME #   8     0.0     0.0 
 STR. NAME #   9     0.0     0.0 
 STR. NAME #  10     0.0     0.0 
  
6
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filename: bt1met.txt 
METEOROLOGY FILE: BT OUTFLOW LEARNING TRIAL 1, USE BANNER SUMMIT DATA 
                 .773181   2146.     3.0 
 2003       5AUG    13.5     .50   .6791   .9      264. 
            6AUG    14.0     .57   .6518   .9      304. 
            7AUG    14.5     .51   .5773   .9      344. 
            8AUG    14.9     .54   .5560   .9      225. 
            9AUG    15.2     .50   .5295   .9      298. 
           10AUG    16.3     .63   .5082   .9      323. 
           11AUG    16.7     .58   .4924   .9      286. 
           12AUG    16.5     .67   .4980   .9      300. 
           13AUG    16.8     .60   .5130   .9      312. 
           14AUG    17.0     .45   .4960   .9      298. 
           15AUG    19.5     .32   .6225   .9      160. 
           16AUG    18.1     .78   .5528   .9      274. 
           17AUG    15.0     .72   .5846   .9      275. 
           18AUG    13.0     .38   .5963   .9      274. 
           19AUG    15.0     .40   .5556   .9      294. 
           20AUG    17.4     .53   .5065   .9      291. 
           21AUG    16.9     .09   .6770   .9      87. 
           22AUG    12.8     .38   .8808   .9      149. 
           23AUG    11.3     .47   .7630   .9      272. 
           24AUG    11.1     .50   .6548   .9      288. 
           25AUG    13.1     .32   .6166   .9      297. 
 
 
filename: bt1std.txt 
STUDY FILE: BT Outflow Learning Trial 1 
BTOUT           ST S6F  2.81    1-IMMEDIATE OUTFLOW 
BTOUT           EF   F  0.0     END DUMMY POINT 
 
 
filename:bt1str.txt 
STREAM GEOMETRY FILE: BT OUTFLOW LEARNING TRIAL 1 
   
  
6
2 
BTOUT           ST S6F      2.81 1-IMMEDIATE OUTFLOW 
 .767945   2118.    .040    6.50    0.00  0.0500  0.0500 
  
BTOUT           CF   F      2.59 1.1-JENS POND         
 .767945   2114.    .035    6.50    0.00  0.0300  0.0300 
 
BTOUT           CT   F      2.37 2-CULVERT 
 .767945   2109.    .040    5.00    0.00  0.4200  0.4200 
 
BTOUT           CT   F      1.88 3-MEADOW     
 .767945   2105.    .035    5.00    0.00  0.0000  0.0000 
 
BTOUT           CT   F      0.92 4-BOTTOM ISCO       
 .767945   2100.    .035    5.00    0.00  0.0900  0.09000 
 
BTOUT           CT   F      0.49 5-ABOVE GULCH       
 .767945   2085.    .035    5.00    0.00  0.3600  0.3600 
 
BTOUT           EF   F       0.0 END DUMMY POINT 
 .767945   2070.    .040    5.00    0.00  0.27    0.36 
 
 
filename: bt1tme.txt 
TIME PERIOD FILE: BT OUTFLOW LEARNING TRIAL 5AUG03-25AUG03                       
    5AUG     217     217       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
    6AUG     218     218       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
    7AUG     219     219       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
    8AUG     220     220       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
    9AUG     221     221       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   10AUG     222     222       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   11AUG     223     223       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   12AUG     224     224       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   13AUG     225     225       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   14AUG     226     226       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   15AUG     227     227       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   16AUG     228     228       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
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   17AUG     229     229       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   18AUG     230     230       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   19AUG     231     231       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   20AUG     232     232       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   21AUG     233     233       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   22AUG     234     234       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   23AUG     235     235       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   24AUG     236     236       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
   25AUG     237     237       1  .16070  .1      0.000  0.0000   0.000  0.0000 
 
 
Data used in modified HYDROLOGY DATA FILE (bt1hyd.txt) for factorial QxT scenarios. 
S node date Qlow Qmid Qhigh Twarm Tcool Tcold 
2003 5-Aug 0.205 1.505 3.005 18.48 12.48 6.48 
 6-Aug 0.201 1.501 3.001 18.44 12.44 6.44 
 7-Aug 0.187 1.487 2.987 18.79 12.79 6.79 
 8-Aug 0.182 1.482 2.982 18.21 12.21 6.21 
 9-Aug 0.174 1.474 2.974 18.31 12.31 6.31 
 10-Aug 0.164 1.464 2.964 18.63 12.63 6.63 
 11-Aug 0.155 1.455 2.955 18.44 12.44 6.44 
 12-Aug 0.152 1.452 2.952 18.5 12.5 6.5 
 13-Aug 0.144 1.444 2.944 18.88 12.88 6.88 
 14-Aug 0.142 1.442 2.942 18.54 12.54 6.54 
 15-Aug 0.148 1.448 2.948 18.02 12.02 6.02 
 16-Aug 0.146 1.446 2.946 18.31 12.31 6.31 
 17-Aug 0.148 1.448 2.948 16.94 10.94 4.94 
 18-Aug 0.142 1.442 2.942 17 11 5 
 19-Aug 0.133 1.433 2.933 17.92 11.92 5.92 
 20-Aug 0.12 1.42 2.92 18.98 12.98 6.98 
 21-Aug 0.131 1.431 2.931 17 11 5 
 22-Aug 0.167 1.467 2.967 15.81 9.81 3.81 
 23-Aug 0.249 1.549 3.049 16.5 10.5 4.5 
 24-Aug 0.218 1.518 3.018 17.4 11.4 5.4 
  
6
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 25-Aug 0.191 1.491 2.991 17.29 11.29 5.29 
        
E node  Qlow Qmid Qhigh T   
2003 5-Aug 0.297 2.180 4.354 15.56   
 6-Aug 0.284 2.121 4.240 15.63   
 7-Aug 0.293 2.330 4.680 15.83   
 8-Aug 0.282 2.296 4.620 15.29   
 9-Aug 0.271 2.296 4.632 15.31   
 10-Aug 0.283 2.526 5.115 15.46   
 11-Aug 0.28 2.628 5.338 15.37   
 12-Aug 0.277 2.646 5.380 15.24   
 13-Aug 0.291 2.918 5.949 15.69   
 14-Aug 0.295 2.996 6.112 15.59   
 15-Aug 0.273 2.671 5.438 15.07   
 16-Aug 0.282 2.793 5.690 15.65   
 17-Aug 0.254 2.485 5.059 14.31   
 18-Aug 0.264 2.681 5.470 14.36   
 19-Aug 0.28 3.017 6.175 14.73   
 20-Aug 0.303 3.586 7.373 15.64   
 21-Aug 0.267 2.917 5.974 13.4   
 22-Aug 0.3 2.635 5.330 13.15   
 23-Aug 0.302 1.879 3.698 13.89   
 24-Aug 0.29 2.019 4.015 14.99   
 25-Aug 0.291 2.272 4.557 14.87   
 
 
 
 
